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Vote of no confidence forces Perry praises Ukraine's disarmament,
resignation of Ukraine's Cabinetcites "new and deeper bond" with U.S.
by Marta Kolomayets
Kyyiv Press Bureau
KYYIV - Ukraine's Parliament overwhelmingly voted no confidence in the
g o v e r n m e n t on April 4, forcing the
Cabinet to resign in the latest chapter of a
power struggle between the largely conservative legislature and reform-minded
President Leonid Kuchma.
The Parliament voted 292-15 that the
government had failed to adequately
address key social and economic questions in 1994. However, political
observers say that this was a case when
the interests of various factions in
Parliament - ranging from the left-wing
C o m m u n i s t s to the r e f o r m - o r i e n t e d
democrats - melded.
The current government will stay in
power until Mr. Kuchma appoints new
Cabinet ministers; he has 30 days to do
so. The president has said he wants to
streamline the Cabinet, from the current
30-something ministries, to about 16-18.
In a state of the state address immediately following the vote, Mr. Kuchma did not

talk about the government ouster, but
instead set an ambitious plan for the future,
promising not to stray off the course of
economic reform as outlined in his October
1994 economic program. He pushed for
passage of the 1995 austerity budget, a necessary measure if Ukraine is to qualify for
Western aid not only from the IMF, but
from Western states and institutions.
The d a y ' s session began with the
Parliament voting 224-62 to approve former Prime Minister Vitaliy Masol's resignation, submitted on March 1.
Communist forces in Parliament have
wanted to purge such reformers from the
Cabinet as Deputy Prime Minister Viktor
Pynzenyk, Economics Minister Roman
Shpek and Minister of Foreign Economic
Relations Serhiy Osyka.
Reform-minded lawmakers, on the other
hand, wanted to get rid of leftovers appointed by former President Leonid Kravchuk.
The move to get rid of the current government was not unexpected, given the
Cabinet's fragmented make-up. Also, the
(Continued on page 2)

Parliament OKs austere budget
by Marta Kolomayets
Kyyiv Press Bureau
KYYIV - The Ukrainian Parliament
passed an austere 1995 budget on April
6, clearing the way for release of loans
from the International Monetary Fund
and Western donor nations.
President Leonid Kuchma had urged
the Parliament to pass the budget in its
second reading, emphasizing that financial assistance from the West depends on
whether the legislature approved the
1995 state budget.
In a statement read by Parliament
Chairman Oleksander Moroz, the proreform president asked that the Parliament
approve the budget and consider additional
amendments and corrections at a later date.
"Either we reach an accord and set
conditions to conduct economic reforms,
or our economy will again go through
hyperinflation," said President Kuchma
in his message to the Parliament.
Voting reluctantly, 2 3 8 - 5 3 , the
Parliament passed an austere budget with a
7.3 budget deficit, meeting a requirement
set by the IMF. However, reform-minded
lawmakers said some amendments, such
as the stabilization tax that would give
Ukraine 3.5 percent of its GDP, had been
scrapped.
"At the moment, we are assessing the
budget," said Graeme Justice, the
International Monetary Fund's senior resident representative in Kyyiv. 'The government is working very hard into the night to
make sure they can amend the budget," he

said, explaining that the Parliament handed
over responsibility to the various ministries to make feasible cuts.
Lawmakers said all budget expenditures had been reduced by 4 percent,
except in the sphere of social services.
They said they hoped to cover the budget
deficit of 7.3 percent, or 331 trillion karbovantsi (about $2.2 billion), with external assistance, by selling government
securities and credit emissions from the
National Bank of Ukraine.
Chairman Moroz told lawmakers that
passing the 1995 budget would serve as
"hook" to bring the country out of its
current economic crisis.
Mr. Justice said the April 6 events both the fact that the Parliament passed
the budget and that it did so with only a
few amendments - were a positive step.
He said that once the Ukrainian government submits the final budget to the
IMF, the I M F ' s board could meet as
early as next week.
And, if it positively reviewed Ukraine's
budget, the $1.8 billion in stand-by loans
(which includes $300 million in credit)
could be released a few days later.
The International Monetary Fund in
W a s h i n g t o n had already p o s t p o n e d
reviewing Ukraine's state budget because
it was not passed by March 31.
IMF Director Michel Camdessus, in a
p h o n e c o n v e r s a t i o n with P r e s i d e n t
Kuchma last week, said that a "lack of
resolution by the Ukrainian Parliament"
had forced the IMF to postpone the
granting of stand-by credits to Ukraine.

by Marta Kolomayets
Kyyiv Press Bureau
BORYSPIL, Ukraine - Ukraine and the
United States moved past issues of nuclear
disarmament to questions of social protection, security, and military and economic
cooperation during the visit of U . S .
Secretary of Defense William Perry to
Ukraine on March 31 -April 1.
Relations between the two countries
have progressed, said Ukraine's deputy foreign minister, Konstantyn Hryshchenko,
during a weekly briefing at the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs on April 4.
"Along with questions on practical
collaboration in the military-political
sphere, we exchanged ideas regarding
security and stability in this region and
throughout the world," he added.
Calling Ukraine "a very important
country for us in the sphere of national
security," Dr. Perry told reporters he had
come to Ukraine for a "status report," to
review the progress that has been made
in U.S.-Ukrainian relations.
On this, his fourth trip to Ukraine, he said
he believes "a new and deeper bond" is
forming between the U.S. and Ukrainian
governments and their citizens.
The American defense secretary and
Ukrainian Defense Minister Valeriy
Shmarov (who also serves as Ukraine's
deputy prime minister in charge of the
military industrial complex) traveled to
Pervomaisk with a small delegation of
U.S. and Ukrainian government officials
on April 1, to witness the destruction of
an SS-19 missile, the 42nd such missile
to be removed from a silo for destruction.
These 90-foot-long missiles once were
aimed at U.S. cities.

"We are seeing history in the making,"
said Secretary Perry. "The development
of the I C B M s is one of the most
advanced technological developments of
the Cold War. Destruction of these missiles in Ukraine and the U.S. represents
one of the greatest political achievements
of the post-Cold War."
"Ukraine as an independent nation has
made a difficult and important decision
on nuclear disarmament. We applaud this
bold decision," he added during his tour
of the 43rd Strategic Rocket Force Base
in Pervomaisk.
Dismantling ahead of schedule
Earlier, the U.S. defense secretary told
reporters traveling with him that Ukraine's
176 SS-24 and SS-19 strategic nuclear missiles are being deactivated ahead of schedule and that the country could be rid of all
its nuclear arms within 18 months.
"I should say that I was disappointed at
how slowly the process was started, but
the pace has picked up dramatically," Dr.
Perry told "Pislia Mova" (Afterword), a
weekly television show of political analysis, adding that two-thirds of the warheads
have been removed.
In Pervomaisk, Secretary Perry congratulated the Ukrainians on their speedy
d i s m a n t l i n g of the missiles. He and
Minister Shmarov also signed an agreement for the United States to provide $20
million in U.S. assistance for the destruction and dismantlement of Strategic
Nuclear Arms (SNA) in Ukraine under
the terms of the START treaty.
This assistance increased to $205 million the total U.S. assistance under the
(Continued on page 4)

William Perry is interviewed at Boryspil Airport.
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Crimean Parliament seeks
repeal of presidential decree
by M a r t a Kolomayets
Kyyiv Press Bureau
KYYIV - Gathered at an emergency session, the Crimean Parliament in Symferopil
appealed to the Ukrainian Parliament in
Kyyiv on April 3 to veto the presidential
decree that puts the Crimean government
under President Leonid Kuchma's direct
control and gives him the right to approve
the peninsula's prime minister.
H o w e v e r , the c h a i r m a n of the
Ukrainian P a r l i a m e n t , O l e k s a n d e r
Moroz, rejected the motion, vowing to
support the Ukrainian president if the
matter comes to a vote.
President Kuchma's April 1 decree,
"On Some Issues of Mutual Relations
Between the Bodies of the Central
Executive Power and the Executive Power

les
protest Duma incident
by Marta Kolomayets
Kyyiv Press Bureau
KYYIV - Three ultra-nationalist lawmakers in the Ukrainian Parliament tore
up a Russian flag on April 6 to protest
analogous actions in the Russian Duma
one day earlier.
Oleh Vitovych, Yuriy Tynia and
Yaroslav Ilyasevich, members of the rightwing Ukrainian National Assembly/
Ukrainian National Self-Defense Organization (UNA/UNSO), protested the actions of
Russian Duma Deputy Nikolai Lysenko,
leader of the Nationalist Republican Party
of Russia, who on April 15 in Moscow tore
up the blue-and-yellow Ukrainian flag to
draw attention to the concerns of ethnic
Russians in the Crimea. Mr. Lysenko wanted a voice in the Duma to show his displeasure with the Ukrainian government's
actions on the Crimean peninsula.
Mr. Vitovych said he decided to react
when Parliament Chairman Oleksander
Moroz refused to officially protest the
Russian Duma incident.
"I came up to Moroz arid stated that 'in
response to Russia's unfriendly act, which
is tantamount to a declaration of war,
something should be done,' " M r . Vitovych
told Interfex-Ukraine, after his protest.
A l t h o u g h Mr. M o r o z said that
Ukraine cannot interfere in the Russian
D u n k ' s iritertialafraifs, 264 out of 340
Ukrainian lawmakers did vote to ban
Mr. Lyseriko from Ukraine indefinitely.
Mr. Moroz also instructed the Procurator
General's Office and the Parliament's
Ethics Committee to look into disciplinary
measures against the Ukrainian lawmakers
who tore up the Russian flag.
While Mr. L y s e n k o tore up the
Ukrainian flag before the Presidium of
the Russian Duma, Mr. Vitovych and his
colleagues performed their ritual in a corner of the Ukrainian parliamentary chamber, far from view of the other lawmakers assembled. Whereas, the Lysenko
incident caused a ruckus in the Duma,
few Ukrainian lawmakers were even
aware of the incident in the Ukrainian
Parliament.
The Russian Duma voted to deprive
Mr. Lysenko of the right to speak in the
Duma until April 26.
Ukrainian law prescribes a penalty of
three years' imprisonment for tearing up
the flag of a foreign country.
According to Mr. Vitovych, the ultranationalists have instructed their colleagues who serve on local councils to
tear up Russian flags at their plenary sessions in response to Mr. L y s e n k o ' s
action in Moscow.

of the Crimean Autonomous Republic,"
asserts Ukraine's authority over this proRussian region that has demanded closer
ties with Russia. More than two-thirds of
the 2.7 million people on the peninsula are
Russians, with Ukrainians, Crimean
Tatars, Germans and Bulgarians making
up the rest of the population.
The decree states that measures are
needed to "secure control for the period
until the adoption of a new Constitution of
the Crimea that covers all spheres of life in
the republic." It recognizes the Crimean
government of Prime Minister Anatoliy
Franchuk (President Kuchma's in-law),
who was ousted by the Crimean
Parliament after the Ukrainian Parliament
voted to sharply curb the Crimea's autonomy on March 17. A new Crimean
Constitution is supposed to be presented to
Kyyiv on May 15.
At the Crimean Parliament's emergency session on April 3^ Chairman
Sergei Tsekov had threatened to put the
issue of the peninsula's independence to
a referendum, but Crimean legislators
dismissed that motion, with only 13 out
of 80 lawmakers supporting the idea.
Political observers say the lifting of a
moratorium on a secessionist referendum
r e c e i v e d so little s u p p o r t b e c a u s e
Crimean legislators feared this would
give the Ukrainian government an excuse
to dissolve the Crimean Parliament.
In their appeal to the U k r a i n i a n
Parliament, Crimean legislators said
President Kuchma's decree violated the
Ukrainian Constitution and laws.
"Despite our deep respect for the top
government official of Ukraine, we cannot agree with the decision of the
Ukrainian president and view it as another attempt to eliminate the entire system
of representative power... What is being
attempted today in the Crimea, that is,
removing Crimean executive bodies from
the control of the legislative branch,
t o m o r r o w may b e c o m e the norm
throughout Ukraine," the statement read.
Chairman Tsekov called President
Kuchma's decree an attempt to decrease
the importance of the Crimean peninsula,
lowering its status "to that of a Ukrainian
province or city."
He also said he v i e w s P r e s i d e n t
Kuchma's decree as an attempt to destabilize the situation in the Crimea: "This
de.cfee is an outright violation of the
Ukrainian Constitution by the man who
must be its guarantor," .said Mr. Tsekov.
During the April 3 emergency session
of the Crimean Parliament, 54 of the 73
deputies present voted to send their appeal
-toKyyiy,
The.Parliament also voted to address the
"citizens of the Republic of the,Crimea,"
explaining to them that they place "ultimate responsibility for the possible aftereffects that may result from the implementation of the presidential decisions" upon
the president of Ukraine.
"The decisions made by the president of
Ukraine deprive the Crimean Parliament of
the possibility to influence the political,
social and economic situation in the republic, since as a result all real power is passed
over to the executive structures obeying
only orders from Kyyiv," said the statement to the peninsula's residents.
Russia's Parliament has protested the
moves by the Ukrainian president, and
some members of the Russian Duma
have urged the Russian government not
to proceed with a long-delayed bilateral
treaty on friendship and cooperation.
The Russian Foreign Ministry has issued
a statement saying that "Russia is watching
with great concern and anxiety the situation
(Continued on page 17)
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Eight CIS states sign border

agreement

M O S C O W — Eight CIS states —
Armenia, Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Tajikistan and
Uzbekistan — on March 30 signed draft
accords on cooperation in guarding their
borders. Ukraine, Turkmenistan and
Azerbaijan have refused to sign, while
Moldova's position is not clear. Georgia,
however, expressed reservations about the
pact, and its representative at the meeting
said his government would sign only after
Georgia's sovereignty is restored along the
length of its borders. (OMRI Daily Digest)
Slovak-Ukrainian

summit in Kyyiv

KYYIV — Vladimir Meciar, prime
minister of Slovakia, began a two-day

summit meeting in Ukraine on April 3.
The trip is the first by a Slovak leader to
independent Ukraine. Slovak leaders are
eager to tap into the large consumer market in Ukraine. (Financial Times)
Shmarov heads delegation to China
KYYIV — Ukraine's defense minister,
Valeriy Shmarov, arrived in China with an
official delegation to participate in the second meeting of a Chinese-Ukrainian commission on trade and economic cooperation. China, Ukraine's second largest trading partner after Russia, is prepared to pay
cash for Ukrainian machinery, including
hardware produced by the military-industrial complex, reported Ukrainian Radio on
April 3. (OMRI Daily Digest)

be approved by Parliament for that post.
In his state of the state address, Mr.
Kuchma spoke of political unity between
(Continued from page 1)
C o m m u n i s t s had t h r e a t e n e d over a the Parliament and the president, undermonth ago that, if the President wanted s c o r i n g the i m p o r t a n c e of w o r k i n g
to get rid of Prime Minister Masol, the together in difficult times.
The Ukrainian president vowed to
entire government would have to go.
"We didn't intend for the whole govern- "accelerate radical economic reform irrement to be brought down," said Communist spective of the political opposition,"
faction leader Petro Symonenko, pointing arguing that, "without unpopular meahis finger at the reformers who enjoy Mr. sures, our economy won't survive."
In a two-hour speech, President Kuchma
Kuchma's support.
Serhiy Holovaty, a member of the told the Parliament and the citizens of
Reform faction, said the ouster of the Ukraine that the worst stages of economic
Cabinet would give President Kuchma and political reform were over. He called
the opportunity to create a government of on the Parliament to speed up privatization
and suggested that the National Bank of
"like-minded thinkers."
Since Mr. Kuchma was elected presi- Ukraine be made independent.
Mr. Kuchma also devoted part of his
dent nine months ago, he has been working
state of the state report to problems in the
with a Cabinet not of his own choosing.
agrarian
sector, calling for its overhaul
"This vote is very good for Kuchma,"
Serhiy Semenets, a former lawmaker by cutting subsidies and transferring land
who now works as a political analyst, to private farmers.
Mr. Kuchma listed the following
told The Wall Street Journal.
"Now he'll be able to get rid of those among his priorities: "to form global stapeople he doesn't want to work with. bilizing factors in society - to set up an
He'll finally be able to pick his own efficient economic system and a powerful
state; to develop institutions of democracy
team," he added.
However, Mr. Kuchma may find oppo- and civic society; and to enhance the
sition in the Parliament to the market authority and influence of Ukraine on the
reformers he would like to choose. international arena."
President Kuchma also said that recent
Parliament has to approve candidates for
key positions, such as prime minister and resolutions on the Crimean issue have
the ministers of economics, finance, laid the foundation for a peaceful settledefense, security services and internal ment of "potentially the most dangerous
affairs. Mr. Kuchma may decide to appoint conflict in Ukraine."
those he cannot push through to deputy
He also outlined his ideas on foreign
prime ministerial positions, posts that do and domestic policy, reiterating much of
not need parliamentary approval.
his October 1994 report, but pushing for
. Political insiders say that acting Prime tJhe passage of a bill on the separation of
Minister Yevhen Marchuk will probably powers, which would serve as a petit conbe Mr, Kuchma's choice for prime minis- stitution and thereby clarify the ambiguous
ter. Mr; Marchuk, the former chief of relationship between Ukraine's various
Ukraine's Security Services, is 1 ikely to branches of government.

Vote of no confidence...
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600 picket Ukraine's Parliament Dole meets with community leaders
to oust chairman and his deputy
by Eugene M. Iwanciw
UNA Washington Office

by Marta Kolomayets
Kyyiv Press Bureau
KYYIV - More than 600 people
responded to an appeal by Rukh, the
National Movement of Ukraine, to picket
the Ukrainian Parliament on April 5 in an
attempt to force the resignation of
O l e k s a n d e r Moroz and O l e k s a n d e r
Tkachenko, the chairman and deputy
chairman of the Supreme Council, who
have been accused of criminal wrongdoing (see The Weekly, April 2).
Although they were unsuccessful on
April 5, Vyacheslav Chornovil, the leader
of Rukh. has called on citizens of Ukraine
to once again picket the Parliament building
on April 7, the day the Supreme Council is
scheduled to hear the Presidium's progress
report.
The action by national democratic leaders — including Mr. Chornovil, Yaroslav
Kendzior, Pavlo Movchan of Prosvita,
Dmytro Pavlychko of the Coalition of
National Democratic Forces, Mykhailo
Kosiv (a member of the Parliament
Presidium), and others representing the
Ukrainian Republican Party, the Christian
Democratic Party and the Ukrainian Kozak
Brotherhood — have been viewed as a
serious threat by Mr. Moroz.
"Only the resignation of the Parliament
chairman and his deputy, as well as the
entire Presidium of the Supreme Council,
will permit the Parliament to return to normal legislative work. The Parliament has
reached a dead end and, in order to save it,
we have to call for the resignation of these
people. Only in this way can we save the

people of Ukraine from pre-term parliamentary elections."
On M o n d a y , April 3, Mr. M o r o z
spoke on Ukrainian television and radio,
and published a statement in the parliamentary n e w s p a p e r Holos Ukrainy
(Voice of Ukraine). He defended himself
and called the appeal by national democratic forces "a wide-ranging campaign by
a number of political forces to discredit
the Supreme Council of Ukraine, its
Presidium and, personally, the chairman
of the Supreme Council."
'These statements have not only been
political, but have taken on a brutally
criminal character," said Mr. Moroz, citing a leaflet circulated in Kyyiv by Rukh.
" U n a b l e to find support for their
destructive actions among deputies of
centrist forces, and unable to find the
support to destroy the Parliament from
within, the leaders of Rukh cannot offer
their supporters anything other than
r e t u r n i n g to old m e t h o d s of street
protests and demonstrations," said Mr.
Moroz, referring to the picketing.
"What can these ambitious leaders
really offer Ukraine?" asked Mr. Moroz
in the Holos Ukrainy article. "In their
arsenaf they have never had anything
constructive to offer. They know only
how to ruin the foundations of statehood." Mr. Moroz, who is the leader of
the Socialist Party in Ukraine, has openly
blamed democratic forces for bringing
economic and social collapse to Ukraine.
Mr. Moroz did not go out to meet with
the citizens who picketed the Parliament
on April 5.

WASHINGTON - The leadership of the
Ukrainian American community met on
February 28 with Senate Majority Leader
Robert Dole (R-Kansas), a candidate for the
Republican nomination for the presidency.
At the meeting, the delegation expressed
its concern about United States policy in
Central and East Europe, particularly
toward Ukraine and Russia. Their allegation that the United States has pursued a
Russocentric policy brought agreement

from Sen. Dole. The majority leader
informed the group that the following day,
in a speech at the Nixon Center, he would
be raising that same issue.
The delegation pointed out that Ukraine
ranked 11 th of the 12 states of the former
Soviet Union in terms of per capita U.S.
foreign assistance. Sen. Dole pledged to
convey his support for a legislative earmark
of assistance to Ukraine to Sen. Mitch
McConnell (R-Ky.), chairman of the
Foreign Operations Subcommittee.
(Continued on page 17)

Sen. Robert Dole with Ukrainian community leaders.

Consolidating the Ukrainian nation is Ukrainian Republicans' priority, says Horyn
by Roma Hadzewycz
JERSEY CITY, N.J. — Once a member
of Parliament where he was a leading member of the coalition of national democratic
forces, and formerly a human and national
rights activist who served time for his "antiSoviet" actions, today Mykhailo Horyn is
leader of the Ukrainian Republican Party. In
that capacity he is concentrating his efforts
on what he sees as the party's priority:
increasing public awareness of the importance of political involvement and "consolidating the Ukrainian nation."
Today, the URP has some 13,500
members across Ukraine. Parenthetically
Mr. Horyn added that the true test of the
party had come during the recent parliamentary elections, as during the campaign, there were cases of party members
running against each other and other signs
of divisiveness. Since then, the party's
rolls have been reviewed and some 200
members were deleted from its ranks.
The Ukrainian Republican Party's main
purpose, Mr. Horyn emphasized, is to provide practical assistance to Ukraine. Gone
are the days when "revolutionary phrases"
were enough.
"Many politicians continue to use revolutionary phrases, but there Is no practical
work," he added. "Revolutionary phrases
were useful 10 years ago. And they had
their price: 15 years, 10 years, seven years
[a reference to the sentences meted out for
"anti-Soviet activity"]. But now they are
devalued. One doesn't even get 15 days
for it, they don't want to give anything for
it. You can call the president or government a n y t h i n g , " continued the URP
leader. "So if revolutionary phrases are so
devalued, I would like to ask: What are
they needed for? That is why we [the
Ukrainian Republican Party] has decided
to help in a practical way."
Mr. Horyn continued his narrative about

the work of the Ukrainian Republican
Party:
"We wanted to somehow assist the
development of Ukraine. We believe that
political work in Ukraine is not like
political activity in the West. For example, when I was in the U.S. for the first
time and entered the R e p u b l i c a n
Institute, I said, Tell me, what are you
working on?' I was told: 'Elections.'
'And, after the elections, what do you
work on?' I asked. 'We prepare for elections.' I answered: 'You are lucky people.' "
"You see, we, in addition to preparing
for elections, must conduct propagandistic
work to raise the national consciousness of
the people. We must conduct large-scale
educational and organizational work to consolidate the nation. We must be most active
in discussing and affecting the activity of
governmental structures so that their work
will benefit the Ukrainian state and people.
That is why we are active also in the field of
education, in order to determine the direction our national schools take.
"Thus, our party is multi-faceted. But
there simply is no other approach. Either
we provide practical assistance to the
government, or we stand prettily before
the microphones and utter useless revolutionary phrases."
Mr. Horyn was in the United States and
Canada recently for a series of lectures on
recent developments in Ukraine, a speaking
tour sponsored by various combinations of
Ukrainian community groups and committees whose goal is to aid Ukraine. He visited the editorial offices of Svoboda and The
Weekly in March to speak of the Ukrainian
Republican Party's goals at this juncture in
Ukraine's political and social development.

— is "consolidation of the Ukrainian
nation," Mr. Horyn explained.
"At the URP recently, we presented
theses regarding the consolidation of the
Ukrainian nation. Our starting point is
that the economic program proposed by
[President Leonid] Kuchma can be realized only if the human factor is taken
into account," he said. "After all, economic efforts and mechanisms are realized by a person; thus their effects and
success are dependent on the identity of
that person: who is this person, what is
his/her educational level."
The political activist recalled a recent
exchange with Japanese counterparts: "I
asked: 'To what do you attribute Japan's
economic miracle?' I was told, literally,
'The atomic explosion of Japanese patriotism.' Without that explosion of patriotism,
the Japanese economic miracle would not

have been possible. And we in Ukraine are
preparing an economic program without
taking into account this factor."
He noted, "There are political activists
among us who say we will build a supranational state. [Volodymyr] Hryniov, for
example [leader of the Interregional Bloc
for Reforms] said this. I asked Kuchma,
where in the 20th century do you have an
example of state-building that ignored the
national factor? The national idea is a very
important factor in building a state. If a
highly placed official states that the national
idea was never a priority for me, then I tell
that person point blank that it is impossible
to build Ukraine without the national idea."
"When I travel around Ukraine I often
hear the question: 'What do I need this type
of Ukraine for, if it brings only empty
(Continued on page 8)

Priority No. 1
The party's priority at this time —
indeed the priority for Ukraine in general

Roma Hadzevycz

Mykhailo Horyn
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Perry praises...
(Continued from page 1)
"Agreement Between the U.S. Department
of Defense and the Ministry of Defense of
Ukraine Concerning the Provision of
Material, Services and Related Training to
Ukraine in Connection with the
Elimination of Strategic Nuclear Arms,"
originally signed December 5, 1993, and
amended on December 18 of that year and
then again on March 21, 1994. The funds
are provided under the Nunn-Lugar program and are used for the purchase of
heavy industrial equipment used in the dismantling process, including cranes, excavators and graders.
The additional $20 million also raises
the total U.S. commitment to Ukraine
under the Nunn-Lugar program to $297
million. President Clinton pledged last
year to provide Ukraine with up to $350
million in Nunn-Lugar assistance.
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Housing for retired military
After the signing ceremony, Secretary
Perry visited a housing construction site
near Pervomaisk, where a joint U.S.Ukrainian venture is building pre-fab
housing for retired military officers in
Ukraine. The two delegations witnessed a
cornerstone blessing for a project that
hopes to assemble one housing unit per
day, and up to 300 by the end of the year.
A Department of Defense press release
noted that this joint venture between two
private companies (U.S.-based Bill
Harbert International housing and the
Ukrainian military enterprise Fregat)
emphasizes that successful defense conversion in Ukraine, as in the United States,
depends upon the involvement of private
enterprise from both nations.
The project should produce 261 units of
housing (two-story cottages or two-story
duplexes) built using Western technology
and Ukrainian workers from the Fregat
factory, which once made naval supplies,
such as boilers, winches and engines.
Ninety-five percent of the funding comes
from Nunn-Lugar assistance, while 5 percent is provided by the Harbert company.
Under Ukrainian law, housing must be
provided before Strategic Rocket Forces
officers can be retired and their regiments decommissioned. Ukrainian officials have expressed hope that the joint
venture will stay in business to supply
pre-fab housing for all of Ukraine.
"Just as armament is difficult, so is
disarmament. It is difficult for officers
who support it, and difficult for maintenance and h a r d w a r e , " said Minister
Shmarov, underscoring the need for continued U,S. assistance in the defense
conversion process.

Ukrainian honor guard greets U.S. Secretary of Defense William Perry as his plane lands in Kyyiv.
grams in Congress," said Secretary Perry.
"I think the most persuasive argument
for C o n g r e s s - and not only for
Congress, but for the world community can be that Ukraine, in reality, does not
have to hurry with d i s a r m a m e n t , "
Minister Shmarov interrupted.
"It has seven years to implement its
obligations after the START I agreement.
Moreover, the economic situation in
Ukraine is such that it would be easier to
disarm in this seven-year time frame, and
not at a faster pace," he continued. "When
we speak of the Nunn-Lugar program we
imply an accelerated implementation of the
disarmament programs, so that our children
can be guaranteed a peaceful future."
Minister Shmarov added, "As far as the
social protection of our servicemen is con
cerned, no officer will quit his job until he
knows that he will be taken care of and his
life as a civilian is assured. So, I think that
it is in the best interests of U.S. congress
men, parliamentarians and ordinary citi
zens that this disarmament program be
implemented as soon as possible."
Changes in U.S. policy
Ashton Carter, assistant defense sec
retary for international security policy,
who accompanied Dr. Perry on a fourstate tour of former Soviet republics

(Ukraine was the first stop, followed by
Russia, Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan),
told reporters that "two changes in U.S.
p o l i c y " grew out of the meetings in
Ukraine.
These include the U.S. offer to allow
Ukraine to sell space-launch services to
U.S. satellite producers, provided Kyyiv
agrees not to export missile technology
for weapons of mass destruction, and
abandonment by the United States of a
plan to build a monitoring fence around a
Ukrainian SS-24 production facility in
Pavlohrad, eastern Ukraine.
" W e have many c o m p a n i e s in the
United States which are in the space
business, particularly in the space launch
business. And Ukraine has a very sub
stantial technical and production capabil
ity in this field. And I think that it is quite
likely that companies in the United States
could get together with companies in
Ukraine to form some sort of joint activi
ties in this field. From our government's
point of view, we would encourage that,"
Dr. Perry told "Pislia Mova."
"Cooperation in the space industry
was not discussed in great detail," added
Minister Shmarov, "however, we under
stand that this cooperation is looked upon
favorably by the American side, and we
will proceed with discussions."

Included in Secretary Perry's delegation
was Ruth Harkin, executive director of the
Overseas Private Investment Corp. (OPIC),
who signed off on a $16 million project in
Ukraine, the first loan guarantee in the state
for Alliant-Kyyiv, a joint venture defense
conversion project between Ukraine and
Minnesota-based Alliant Techsystems (see
The Weekly, January 29).
"It is an extremely favorable time for
investments in Ukraine now," she said.
"And we see this as the first of many,
many more projects in Ukraine.
"On this trip, we were focusing specifi
cally on the commercial viability of
defense conversion projects in Ukraine, and
we brought with us 10 U.S. chief executive
officers of very, very important companies
(including Reynolds Aluminum and
AT&T).
"We were able to see quite a few sites
and have one-on-one business meetings
with Ukrainian businesspeople," said
Mrs. Harkin, adding that the companies
could discuss specific projects.
Partnership for Peace
Ukraine's role in ensuring stability and
peace in this region of Eastern Europe
also was underscored during Dr. Perry's
(Continued on page 17)

Joint press conference
"My personal philosophy is that we
can't take away a job from a service-person until we have created the right conditions to help him adapt to civilian life. I
feel very strongly that we must dedicate
the maximum amount of money for disa r m a m e n t and the same amount for
social protection," said the Ukrainian
defense minister during a brief news
conference with his U.S. counterpart at
Boryspit Airport before Dr. Perry departed for Moscow on April 1.
Projects such as the program to build
housing for former military officers have
been opposed by the U.S. Congress, but
Secretary Perry told reporters that the
U.S. will continue to help with the disarmament process and social problems that
result from it.
"I believe strongly that the programs
which we saw today are in the security
interests of both the United States and
Ukraine, and this is the way I justify them
to the Congress. And I believe that the
report on this trip should go a long way for
strengthening the support for these pro-

Secretary of Defense William Perry and Defense Minister Vaferiy Shmarov hold a press conference at Boryspit Airport
after a visit to Pervomaisk on April 1.
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THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FORUM
The UNA and you

Dreams can come true...
by Stephan Welhasch

Two-year-old Paul Henry Wiedefeld, son
of Paul J. and Marcla F. Wiedefeld of
Towson, Md., is a new member of UNA
Branch 320 in Baltimore. He was
enrolled by his grandparents Paul and
Ellen Fenchak.

John Matthew Sabin Jr., born July 31,
1993, is the son of John and Erica
Sabin of Carteret, N. J. He was enrolled
into UNA Branch 234 by his greatgrandmother Rose M. Zazworsky.

Justyna Marie Da Puzzo, daughter of
Ronald and Paula Da Puzzo, is a new
member of UNA Branch 155, in Perth
Amboy, N.J. She was insured by her
grandparents Michael and Catherine
Michalski.

Sara A. Mayko, daughter of Jane and
Mike Mayko of Milford, Conn., is a
new member of UNA Branch 67. She
was insured by her grandparents
Anna and Mike (Sr.) Mayko.

Kelsey Dashe Coates, daughter of
Budd L. and Ellen M. Coates, is a new
member of UNA Branch 137 in West
Easton, Pa. She was insured by her
grandmother Margaret A. Dashe.

Kaitlyn Michele Zimmerman is a new
member of UNA Branch 147 in New
Haven, Conn. Kaitlyn was insured by
her parents, Joseph and Christine
Zimmerman. She is the niece of Janice
Milinichik, the branch secretary.

Buying a home is still the dream of millions of Americans. Not everyone can
afford this luxury, however. As a matter of fact, renting can still be a better
choice for those who are just starting out in life.
Still, dreams can come true. If you've saved enough for a good down payment, can qualify for a mortgage and can manage your money well, then you too
can become a home owner. True, home ownership today is more expensive than
it was a generation ago. The average age of first-time home buyers has moved up
to 32 from 28 over the past 25 years.
Buying a home is definitely one of the most important investment decisions
you will make in your lifetime. When buying a home there is more to consider
than just the cost of the house. You will also have to work in the closing costs,
real estate taxes, maintenance and repair costs, hazard and mortgage insurance,
waste and snow removal costs, just to name a few. Proper budget planning and
management are a must.
No one can guarantee you that your home will gain in value. Many who
bought a home in the 1980s, when the prices of some homes were rising more
than 20 percent a year, later were shocked to discover that prices can fall sharply,
too. The price on some homes fell as much as 35 percent.
Fortunately, investing in a home has been the wise thing to do over time. Besides
the tremendous satisfaction of owning a home, home buyers have been able to shelter some of their hard-earned dollars from taxation, build up their wealth and provide some security in retirement, and hedge against the ravages of inflation.
Even if home prices never increased, paying down a mortgage creates a nest
egg of home equity that can be tapped later in life for, say, college tuition, retirement income or providing a small legacy for your children and grandchildren.
Over the last 150 years, owning one's own home, even after inflation, has
brought a return of about 2.5 percent a year. There were some periods during
which home prices literally doubled in four to five years.
If you are in the process of buying your first home, or if you are deciding on refinancing your current mortgage loan, you want to make therightdecision. You should
do your research on lending institutions and what they have to offer. You should also
consider financing your home through the Ukrainian National Association.
The UNA offers its members financing for owner occupied one-, two- and
three-family homes throughout the United States and Canada. It offers rates that
are competitive with prevailing interest rates in your area. The UNA has been
providing its members with first mortgage loans and information for many years,
in the belief that helping them helps strengthen our community. A jumbo mortgage loan program is also available to Ukrainian churches and organizations.
The UNA is ready to help you determine the kind of mortgage you may need.
The UNA's First Mortgage Loan Program is specially designed to meet the
financial needs of its members. To find out more about the UNA, it's mortgage
loans or about becoming a member and sharing in the many other benefits the UNA
has to offer, please call 1 (800) 253-9862 (except New Jersey), or (201) 451 -2200.

Boston's Ukrainian community
celebrates UNA centennial
JAMAICA PLAIN, Mass. - The greater
Boston Ukrainian community celebrated
the 100th anniversary of the founding of
the UNA on Sunday, October 16, at St.
Andrew Ukrainian Orthodox Church.
The Rt, Rev. Archimandrite Andriy
Partykevich, pastor of St. Andrew's conducted the opening prayer, while Eugene
Moroz acted as master of ceremonies for
the program. Zina Kondratiuk, regional
director, welcomed the many guests
along with William Mihovan.
Mr. Moroz, son of the late Peter
Moroz, a UNA activist in Boston, introduced the secretaries of Branches 238,
374 and 307, who each gave interesting
background histories of their branches.
UNA Advisor Anne Remick, a keynote
speaker for the program, gave the history
of the UNA and noted the many achievements the UNA has contributed to the
Ukrainian community.
The audience was treated to an artistic
program by soloist Laryssa Dijack, who
also happens to be the recording secretary
of Branch 238. Accompanied by Sophia
Raniuk, she sang "Chornobryvsti" and
"Mavka." Ms. Raniuk, pianist, performed
"Dni." The program was highlighted with

Mr. Moroz singing "Divchyna Kokhana"
and "Stoyit Hora Vysoka."
Mrs. Remick presented recognition
awards to UNA secretaries with 20 or
more years of service to Walter
Hetmansky and Dmytro Golonski. Mary
Bednarczyk of Branch 178 in
Manchester, N.H., was unable to attend
the celebration due to illness. Here many
years of contribution to the UNA are
greatly appreciated, and she in turn was
rewarded with a clock. For the late
Joseph Ercha of Branch 224 in Salem,
Mass., a clock was presented to his wife,
Mary. She also was unable to attend. An
anniversary pin was given to Volodymyr
Fedoriw for his many years as secretary
of his branch.
Joseph Charyna, past auditor of the
Ukrainian Fraternal Association, and
Orest Schudluk, of the Ukrainian
Congress Committee of America, congratulated the UNA and the greater
Boston community.
The event was concluded with the
singing of "Mnohaya Lita" and the
Ukrainian national anthem. A light luncheon was then served along with a
100th anniversary cake.

Insure and be sure. Join the UNA!
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Kuchma moves on
It was definitely not a slow news week in Ukraine as, in short order, the
Parliament voted no confidence in the government, forcing the resignation of the
Cabinet of Ministers; President Leonid Kuchma delivered his state of the state
report, vowing to not stray from his previously charted course of economic
reform; and the Parliament passed the 1995 budget with a 7.3 percent deficit of the
GDP, thus meeting the requirements set by the International Monetary Fund
before it would release any loans to Ukraine.
At first glance, the forced resignation of the Cabinet, following an overwhelming 292-15 vote by the Supreme Council on April 4, may have seemed to be bad
news. But, as our Kyyiv correspondent reports, reformers in Ukraine are now saying that the Cabinet's ouster gives President Kuchma the opportunity to create a
government of fellow reformers, and thus can actually propel Ukraine forward
toward its goal of establishing a free-market economy. (Up to now, the president
has been compelled to work with a Cabinet not of his choosing, as that body
included holdovers from the previous administration of Leonid Kravchuk.) There
were other reports from diplomats stationed in Kyyiv that Mr. Kuchma may have
quietly endorsed the move which will allow him to pick his own team.
In his state of the state address, President Kuchma said nary a word about the
no confidence vote that came just before his message to the Parliament. He
focused instead on his plan for Ukraine's future, calling for unity and cooperation
between the president and the Parliament — so important in these difficult times
for their country.
He underlined: "I'll accelerate radical economic reform, irrespective of the
political opposition." And, he emphasized, "Without unpopular measures, our
economy will not survive." He went on to state that he would speed up privatization, give certain administrative powers over to the regions, make the National
Bank of Ukraine fully independent, and restructure the agricultural sector by cutting subsidies and promoting private farming.
Two days later, on April 6, the Parliament passed an austere budget for 1995,
apparently heeding both the president's warning that "either we reach an accord
and set conditions to conduct economic reforms, or our economy will again go
through hyperinflation" and his advice that this budget must pass if financial assistance is to come from Western financial institutions and states.
IMF representatives in Kyyiv said soon after the vote that the organization's
board could meet as early as next week to vote on releasing the $1.8 billion in
stand-by credit that it had offered Ukraine if an appropriate budget were adopted.
The first monies could then be released just days later.
As a March 22 editorial from The Journal of Commerce noted: "Ukraine, cast
adrift when the Soviet Union died, is slowly regaining its bearings. Spurred by a
new government elected last July, Ukraine has launched a tough, market-oriented
economic reform plan - one made necessary by nearly 5,000 percent annual inflation and a 50 percent collapse in national output during the 1990s. ... Ukraine's
commitment to a market economy so far looks genuine, and the aid is deserved....
"Ukraine's new president, Leonid Kuchma, has stopped the meltdown [of
Ukraine's economy]. His reform agenda, adopted last October, had most of the
now-familiar features of such plans: liberalizing prices, shrinking budget deficits,
tightening credit, liberalizing trade and privatizing state-controlled industries.
Only Mr. Kuchma and his team ... have not allowed themselves to be knocked off
track by Ukraine's left-over Communists...."
The Wall Street Journal, too, has noted the Kuchma administration's resolve to
reform the economy. On April 4 that newspaper reported that, "In October, Mr.
Kuchma surprised the West by outlining a program of radical economic measures.
Even more surprising, he began carrying them out." But, the Journal added,
"Despite a brave beginning, even Ukrainian officials put chances for the success
of reforms at only about 50 percent." Communists and Socialists, it noted, still
hold top positions in government and have a sizable bloc in the Parliament.
Now, with the Parliament vote that ousted the Cabinet of Ministers, Mr.
Kuchma has a real chance to effect change. In fact, advisers to Ukraine's chief
executive said he would seize the moment to create a team ready and able to
implement change. The major stumbling block, of course, could be the Parliament.
Hopefully, that recalcitrant body has come to understand as President Kuchma
himself put it, that without reform "Ukraine has no future."
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PASTORAL LETTER: 50th anniversary
of Catholic hierarchy's imprisonment
Joint pastoral letter for Great Lent
commemorating the 50th anniversary of
the imprisonment of the Ukrainian
Catholic hierarchy (April 11, 1945).

Beloved in Christ:
Our observance of Great Lent this
year also remarks the tragic anniversary
of the 50th anniversary of the arrest, perpetrated by an atheistic Communist
regime, of the hierarchy of the Ukrainian
Catholic Church, including its primate,
then Metropolitan Josyf Slipyj. These
spiritual leaders were incarcerated, without any justification, on April 11, 1945.
This infamous action marked the beginning of the Way of the Cross for Christ's
Church in Ukraine, a long and painful
episode that endured for 44 years.
The words of the Gospel were fulfilled: "I will strike...the shepherd and
the sheep of the flock will be dispersed"
(Matt. 26:31).
The bloodstained hand of a godless
persecutor struck the pastors of the
Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church, and
they began their own passage to
Golgotha.
The Servant of God, Metropolitan
Andrey Sheptytsky, frequently spoke of
the coming persecution of the pastors
and faithful of his Church. In his letter of
July 3, 1936, to Cardinal Eugene
Tisserant, he wrote of "great and intensive persecution that awaits us" and
requested prayers, that "we offer to Jesus
Christ martyrs in those numbers that He
expects from us."
The prophetic premonition of
Metropolitan Andrey was fulfilled. Only
a few months after his death on
November 1, 1944, the forces of the
atheistic regime imprisoned his successor, Metropolitan Josyf, together with
other bishops of our Church.
Our Lord and Savior clearly and
unequivocally predicted that His followers would be persecuted: "Be constantly
on your guard. They will hand you over to
the courts. You will be beaten in synagogues. You will be arraigned before governors and kings on my account and have
to testify to your faith before them. But
the good news must first be proclaimed to
all the Gentiles. When men take you off
into custody, do not worry beforehand
about what to say. In that hour, say what
you are inspired to say, "It will not be
yourselves speaking, but the Holy Spirit.
Brother will hand over brother for execution and likewise the father his child; children will turn against their parents and
have them put to death. Because of my
name, you will be hated by everyone.
Nonetheless, the man who holds out till
the end is the one who will come through
safe." (Mark 13: 9-13).
These solemn words of the Son found
fulfillment in the recent history of our
Church. We offer thanks to God for the
gift of pastors to the Ukrainian GreekCatholic Church who were blessed with
the grace and strength to endure to the
Among the world's great innovators in photographic technique, Mykola Petrov was born in Yelets, Russia, in 1875, and end. They preserved and never abandoned the faith. They accepted exile,
studied at the Riga Poly technical Institute.
persecution and death, faithfully and
In 1901, Petrov founded and presided (from 1906 to 1912) over the Daguerre courageously. We read in the Book of
Society (named after Louis Daguerre, the inventor of photographic printing), one of
Revelations: "Have no fear of the sufferthe earliest photographic societies in the world.
ings to come. The devil will indeed cast
From 1905, he taught photography at the Kyyiv Polytechnical Institute (until 1920) some of your into prison to put you to
and the Kyyiv Institute of Cinematography (1930-1940). In 1916, he was appointed the test; you will be tried over a period of
chairman of the photography department of the Kyyiv Institute of Forensic Medicine.
10 days. Remain faithful until death and
Petrov's photographs were published in various Soviet magazines and were shown I will give you the crown of life" (Rev.
at international exhibitions. He made technical improvements in the printing process 2:10).
and wrote extensively on the theory and art of photography.
On this 50th anniversary of the
Mykola Petrov died in Kyyiv, on April 9, 1940.
imprisonment of the spiritual leaders of
Sources: "Petrov, Mykola," Encyclopedia of Ukraine, Vol 3 (Toronto: Universitythe Ukrainian nation, we offer prayers of
of Toronto Press, 1993; "Petrov, Mykola," Ukrainska Radianska Entsyklopedia, Volthanksgiving to the Lord for granting
8 (Kyyiv, 1982).
them the strength and grace to endure
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these sufferings. That period of time
marked them as steadfast hierarchs who
were to be received there, "so that when
the chief shepherd appears you will win
for yourselves the unfailing crown of
glory" (1 Peter 5:4).
We, the faithful members of the
Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church, bow
our heads in grateful acknowledgment of
such heroic examples of faith and perseverance. Their holy examples illumine
our way in the future, and we draw upon
the strength and inspiration of their
unshakable faith.
In His sermon on the Mount, Our
Savior joyfully announced: "Blessed are
those persecuted for holiness' sake; the
reign of God is theirs. Blessed are you
when they insult you and persecute you
and utter every kind of slander against
you because of me. Be glad and rejoice,
for your reward is great in heaven; they
persecuted the prophets before you in the
very same way" (Matt. 5:10-12).
No matter how "terrifying in appearance" the statue of the persecutor was, he
"crumbled at once... without leaving a
trace...as the chaff on the threshing floor
in summer" (Dan. 2:31-35). Now only
the ashes of that empire remain.
The Church has constantly affirmed
that the blood of martyrs is the seed of
the Church, and derives grace and blessing from the great treasury of martyrdom. The Ukrainian Greek-Catholic
Church experiences such rebirth. We
have many vocations to religious life.
Monastic life is renewed and once again
flourishes, the Word of God is once
again preached to the Christian faithful
of the Ukrainian nation. The people of
God, are nourished with eternal truths of
the Gospel, and children are taught the
truths of their faith.
The unquenchable spirit of the imprisoned and persecuted pastors of the
Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church
encourages us to renew our zeal and
increase our dedication for the glory of
God.
On this occasion, then, we direct our
bishops and pastors of the Ukrainian
Greek-Catholic Church to read this pastoral message on April 9, to offer their
divine liturgies and prayers for the intention of our confessors and martyrs who
suffered for the faith in their homeland
during the past 50 years.
We are now in the Holy Season of
Lent, and we have before us the image of
our crucified Lord... The martyrdom of
our Church helps us better understand
the mystery of Christ's suffering and
death. Let us join with the spirit of St.
Paul who directs us: "Even now, I find
my joy in the suffering I endure for you.
In my own flesh I fill up what is lacing
in the sufferings of Christ for the sake of
his body, the church" (Cor. 1:24).
Having before us the image and memory of our martyrs and confessors, may
we share in a full Christian life through
penance, prayer, fasting and reconciliation with God, strengthening ourselves
and our Christian nation spiritually, in
the assurance that the sacrifice of these
martyrs will bring us the benefit of their
sufferings, the unity of Christ's Church
in Ukraine.
The blessing of the Lord be with you,
through His grace and love for humanity,
and always, and forever, amen.
Myroslav Cardinal Lubachivsky
and the Hierarchy of the
Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church.
Given in Lviv, at the Cathedral of St.
George, on the first day of the Great
Fast, the 6th day of March, 1995, AD.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Strong Ukraine
in U.S. interests
Dear Editor:
I agree with Prof. V o l o d y m y r
Z v i g l y a n i c h ' s assessment regarding
Russia, Chechnya and Ukraine. Russia
does have plans to eventually incorporate
Ukraine back into the Russian fold, by
force if necessary.
The Ukrainian Communist infrastructure is still in place. There were no purges
or dismissal of personnel after Ukraine
declared its independence. These "apparatchiks" continue to hold economic
reforms in a continual gridlock. Lack of
economic reforms, coupled with the
notion that "big brother" took care of
needs is pushing the populace toward
Moscow's way of thinking.
The Ukrainian military consists of two
distinct camps. You have the Russophiles
who yearn for the return for some sort of
"Soviet" system so they can resume the
old ways. You also have a patriotic element that wants Ukraine to be free. The
question remains whether the Ukrainian
forces will fight for freedom or fold at the
first sign of trouble.
If the United States continues to ignore
the Chechen war, what would the U.S. do
if Russia attacked Ukraine, stating that
Russians are discriminated against? This
scenario is indeed very possible.
It is also very avoidable.
It is in the national interests of the
United States to have a strong independent
democratic Ukraine. Russia will not be
America's dependable strategic partner for
quite some time. Russia is still bent out of
shape by the downfall of the Soviet
empire. Guaranteed, Russian expansionists will try to retake countries of the former USSR. Ultimately, we can save
American lives by realizing that Ukraine is
the key to developing and maintaining stability in Eastern Europe. We must help
Ukraine economically and militarily.
Does Ukraine want freedom and independence? Two years ago, I visited Ukraine
on a U.S. medical mission with the military. Last year, I was involved in escorting
Ukrainian generals across the U.S. I am
convinced that most of Ukraine and the
military want freedom. However, time is of
the essence. Ukraine needs time to get economic reforms under way. The Ukrainian
military needs time to organize. The United
States can provide time for Ukraine.
Roman G. Golash
Schaumburg, 111.

Leaders continue
to plunder Ukraine
Dear Editor:
What is the difference between
Ukraine's Soviet era government and its
new, so-called "democratic" government? Absolutely nothing! The Soviet
era government confiscated private properties and the "democratic" government
is continuing this tradition by refusing to
return them to its owners of record. So,
where has all this gotten us? Nowhere!
Just who is it that wants those properties? Why the members of the nomenklatura who have benefited during the Soviet
era, but felt that it was not enough. So why
not declare "independence," so ia-the
melee which they knew would follow they
can pillage even more than they did while
the Soviets were in power, but had to
grease quite a few sweaty palms. Why not
continue robbing Ukraine even more than
they did in the past? Has anyone else seen

those French-style chateaus, tactfully hidden by rows of densely by planted trees,
they are building all over the countryside
(undoubtedly on land which to which they
have no legal claim)?
The only time members of the Ukrainian
diaspora are useful to the new "democratic"
Ukraine is when they dig into their pockets
for more dollars. Without those fistfuls of
dollars, the Ukrainian diaspora members
quickly become labeled as "foreigners," so
that they can be muzzled lest they speak out
against those who continue to ravage their
homeland. Just who was it, I might ask, that
made us into "foreigners"? Incidentally, the
man who was so insulted by those "foreigners" and their nerve in calling a spade a
spade, has been invited on a speaking tour
well attended by those "foreigners" he so
vehemently abhorred to the point of ordering them out of "his" country.
When will the diaspora finally wake
up and realize that the people who are in
power now are the same ones who held it
during the Soviet era? As long as these
characters hold power, Ukraine will
never be free. In paraphrasing what
Myron Kuropas has said over and over
again, I think we all wish Ukraine to be
independent so much that we are blind to
the present version of "independence."
How long will it take Ukraine to liberate itself from those who continue to
plunder its people spiritually and ethically? Obviously, the country and its people
are very different from what we have
hoped they would be. And considering
what they went through, one should not
be surprised. But I never expected for
them to continue to tolerate the practices
of the very same totalitarian government
Ukrainians voted to overthrow.
If Ukrainians wish to join the family
of nations as productive and respected
members, then they must take a long,
hard look at their leadership and make
the necessary changes right now. Maybe
we "foreigners" can help them see more
clearly, if they'll only let us. Together
we can help each other right the wrongs
each of us experienced in our battle for
our homeland.
Dmytro Semeniuk
Santa Ana Heights, Calif.

Private property
claims unresolved
Dear Editor:
From the February 5 front-page article,
"Ukraine launches mass privatization...," it
seems that one of the reasons this sudden
phenomenal speed is being applied is to
thwart the claims filed by Ukrainians
worldwide to reclaim their confiscated private properties. I wonder whether legal
advisors as well as the USAID group,
helped advise members of Parliament about
not perpetuating the fraudulent practices
initiated by the previous Soviet regime.
Somehow, I think not.
While I'm touching on fraudulent
practices, maybe I should also ring up
the idea of ethics and integrity as virtues
that seem to have evaporated during the
previous era and have not found their
way into the new government.
No matter how quickly the country
"privatizes" or how many U.S. firms make
deals for joint ventures with Ukrainian
entrepreneurs with questionable property
ownerships, this will in no way deter the
private property claimants. But what
might happen is that those American
"advisors' " names could be added to the
litigation as conspirators.
Zenon K. Zadorozhnyj
Albuquerque, N.M.
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faces m&Qlaas
by Myron B. Kuropas

Thanks, Mom, for all that you were!
This May will mark the first time in
my life that I will not be speaking with
my mother on Mother's Day. Mom died
on March 30 at the age of 84.
She suffered a heart attack a year ago
and survived a quadruple bypass. That
extra year of life was a gift. During that
time Mom was able to cheer the birth of
three new great-grandchildren.
Mom is survived by her husband,
Stephen, still going strong at age 94 and
a half (Dad insists on adding that "half),
two children, five grandchildren and five
great-grandchildren. She was blessed
with a complete and fulfilling life.
Antoinette Irene Kuropas was born in
Viniki, Ukraine (then part of the AustroHungarian empire) on February 6, 1911.
Soon after her birth, her father, Victor
Mehal, immigrated to the United States
to seek his fortune. He never did find it.
Mom was 3 years old when the first
world war broke out. She witnessed the
arrival of the Russian army, its subsequent expulsion by the Austrians, the collapse of the Habsburg empire, and the
proclamation of the Republic of Western
U k r a i n e . She was 7 years old when
Ukraine was unified in 1919. She was 8
when the Ukrainian army fought its last
battle, 12 when eastern Galicia was
awarded to Poland by the Council of
Ambassadors.
As a teenager, Mom became involved
with the Ukrainian Military Organization
(UVO), the Ukrainian underground army
and precursor of the Organization of
Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN). Her home
became a safehouse for UVO activists
and storehouse for guns and ammunition.
Fearing that the Poles would eventually
catch her, she convinced my grandmother to leave for Chicago, where my grandfather, after a series of failed business
ventures, was living. They arrived in
1929, just prior to the market crash.
Mom could not have immigrated at a
worse time. Her father had lost his job,
but somehow Mom survived. To earn
some extra money, she sold subscriptions
to Ukraina, a Chicago-based Ukrainianlanguage newspaper edited by the venerable Dr. Volodymyr Simenovich. My
father, who had emigrated to America in
1927, was the assistant editor. They met,
fell in love and married in October of
1932.1 was born a year later.
Mom eventually completed a course in
beauty culture and opened up Antoinette's
Beauty Shop near Damen and Chicago
avenues in the old Ukrainian neighborhood. She sold it just before the birth of
my sister, Vera, in 1940. From that
moment on, my mother remained a homemaker, a woman who happily stayed
home caring for her husband and her children.
Although my father remained an
activist in the community, spending long
volunteer hours working for the Ukrainian
National Association and the Organization
for the Rebirth of Ukraine (ODVU), Mom
shunned such activities, arguing that one
" p a t r i o t " in the family was enough.
Despite her determination to remain in the
background, she did join the Ukrainian
Gold Cross, ODVU's women's auxiliary.
But that was it. She detested the "politics"
of Ukrainian community life, especially
the disillusionments, betrayals and the
back-stabbing. She preferred to stay in the
background.
During my early years I rarely saw my

Dad. After working extraordinarily long
days at his gas station, he devoted his
spare time to the community, organizing,
writing, and battling with the well-organized U k r a i n i a n C o m m u n i s t s , and
monarchists (Hetmantsi). The burden of
raising the children fell to my mother.
During the 1940s Mom was able to
spend more time with my sister and me.
We went to museums, the zoo, and, in
the summer, to the many beaches along
Lake Michigan in Chicago.
Mom was always afraid I would fall in
with bad company. She convinced Dad to
move three times during my childhood,
always to a better neighborhood. She also
supported Dad's decision to buy a farm in
Michigan so that my sister and I could
spend our summers in the "fresh air."
When the war ended, Dad sponsored
over 100 displaced persons, some of
whom lived in our house while he tried
to find them lodging and j o b s . Mom
always welcomed and cared for our
guests, cooking, washing, cleaning, for
as long as they remained in our home.
All this at a time when there were no
automatic washers, dryers, dishwashers,
air conditioners, or fast food outlets.
Later in life Mom became a grandmother and in recent years, a greatgrandmother. She deeply loved each and
every member of her expanding family.
Like all families, ours was not without
its share of turmoil. There were disagreements among family members, financial
setbacks, career concerns, legal problems
and the sundry misunderstandings that
result from p o o r c o m m u n i c a t i o n .
Regardless of the situation, Mom was
there for all of us.
During his funeral eulogy, Bishop
Michael Wiwchar spoke of the death of
mothers. "When a father dies," he said,
"it is a sad event for the family. But
when a mother dies, the heart of the family is taken away." How true.
Taras Szmagala, my "kum," had a different view of Mom. "The one thing I will
always remember about Mrs. Kuropas," he
said, "was her elegance. She was truly a
classy lady." Also true.
Mom was from a different era. In her
time, people married and stayed married.
Mothers and fathers were respected by
society, and families were viewed as the
cement that kept communities intact. In
large urban areas, people lived in ethnic
enclaves and, despite cultural differences, somehow managed to get along
and to work on behalf of the common
American good.
Ukrainian Americans built churches,
schools and national homes. Community
life was encircled with concerts, dramas,
picnics and sports activities. Our churches and fraternal benefit societies flourished, even during the Great Depression.
It was also an easier time to raise children. There was no counterculture, no
drug culture, no widespread disrespect of
teachers and other authority figures, no
radical feminists, no militant gays, no
affirmative action, no murderous teenage
gangs, no alternative families and no date
rape.
As much as I will miss my mother in
the years ahead, I know she is in a happier place. She deserves it. She taught me
much about life, death, grace, loyalty,
elegance, family values and the meaning
of unconditional love. Thanks, Mom, for
all that you were.
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social-political terminology. "We have
decided to issue a series of booklets geared
to all levels, from students in secondary
(Continued from page 3)
ROCHESTER, N.Y.— The book
school to scholarly institutions. It will be a
shelves?' But I ask you: Is a Russian ready series of brochures on concepts in political
jacket of "Sixty Score of Easter Eggs" by
to go to China because its shelves are better and social sciences." Called the "Library
Zenon Elyjiw received first prize in the
stocked? Will a Pole go to Germany of Political and Legal Education," the proPrinting Week 95 competition, which
because its shelves are completely full? In gram envisions a series of brochures on
was held on the 75th anniversary of the
this regard, there is some difference political ideologies, communism, liberalfounding of the Rochester Club of
between those nations and us. And this is ism, conservatism, social-democracy; as
Printing House Craftsmen.
the question thatrightnow demands extra- well as publications on economic reform,
The motifs on the book jacket, printed
ordinary and massive goal-oriented work in universal human rights, international relain four colors, are ancient symbols used
propagandizing Ukrainian national ideas," tions, nationalism, etc.
on traditional pysanky from various
he underlined.
"These publications are meant to educate
regions of Ukraine.
"And that is precisely why we have
The book, which has been commended
developed theses on 'The Complex the public on contemporary political ideolofor the author's in-depth knowledge of
Consolidation of the Ukrainian Nation' gies in theory and practice," Mr. Horyn statthe subject and for the high quality of
that include the economic mechanism of ed. Thus, the program aims to ensure that
production, has 75 color plates of 12
consolidation, cultural consolidation, the electorate in Ukraine is an informed
pysanky each, arranged according to
consolidation in the educational field, electorate — one that can play a significant
role in determining the future of Ukraine
ornamental motifs and regions.
consolidation in public information."
and guaranteeing its emergence as a democThe award for printing excellence sinratic state with a free-market economy.
Changing the people's attitudes
gled out the exhibitor and printer —
The URP leader went on to note that
Printing Methods Inc.; client, art director
Mr. Horyn emphasized, "We have to
and typographer — Mr. Elyjiw; and pro- The award-winning book jacket of change the people's attitudes toward his party does work that no other party
does. He explained that the URP has eduction specialist — Myron Babiuk.
Zenon Elyjiw's "Sixty Score of Easter themselves. Will you find very many
The Gallery of Superb Printing is an Eggs," a masterful compilation of 1,200 people who are proud to be Ukrainians, mail links through which it disseminates
exposition of the finest printing produced traditional pysanka symbols and who have a feeling of self-dignity, who its ideas and news in both the Ukrainian
by the more than 60 companies in the designs. The jacket has black and red can say I am proud that I live in Ukraine and English languages.
It also has what Mr. Horyn called "a
Rochester area. Work is judged by a panel diagonal stripes adorned in white and and am part of the Ukrainian nation?"
central newspaper," Samostiyna Ukraina,
of peers on the basis of quality of design, deep yellow individual pysanka motifs.
Citing a concrete example of the type of an information bulletin called URPproduction and utlitity.
consciousness-raising that is necessary in Inform, an internal URP newsletter that
The work is then displayed during Printing House Craftsmen.
today's Ukraine, Mr. Horyn asked: "Why
Mr. Elyjiw, retired from his career in after four years of our independence, for keeps party members informed, eight
International Printing Week for the community to review. First-place winners graphic arts and color reproduction at the example, don't we have a film about our oblast newspapers and two magazines —
are subsequently entered in the interna- Rochester Institute of Technology, has national army? Why do we not have a one in Lviv called Respublykanets, the
tional competition in Minnesota spon- been pursuing his interest in pysanky for Ukrainian army that speaks the sole offi- other in Dnipropetrovske, called
Monastyrskyi Ostriv. "Thus, left and
sored by the International Club of most of his life.
cial language? In the Cabinet of Ministers, right bank Ukraine each have a magathe Supreme Council and the presidential zine," he added, explaining that the
administration, there are people who use URP's publications are "a mechanism
the Russian language; there are many rea- that allows us to disseminate our party's
sons for this reality. But in the army, ideas."
where things are done on command, the
"Republican Thursdays"
language could have been introduced a
long time ago.
As well, the party publishes transcripts
"It used to be that our children would go of its roundtable discussions on various
into the Soviet Army for two years and issues of the day. This publication series
FICTION: THE "60 MINUTES" VERSION
would return having forgotten the is called "Republican Thursdays."
Ukrainian language, speaking Russian
On Oct. 23,1994, CBS broadcast 'The Ugly Face of Freedom" segment on "60 Minutes," and viewers in
Republican Thursdays were initiated
instead. Why can't we see to it that today a in January of this year; they have covered
17,5 million households heard Morley Safer suggest that an entire nation is "genetically anti-Semitic," composed of "uneducated peasants, deeply superstitious." They heard Safer allege that this nation is on a
young man who goes into the army within such topics as the development of
"binge of ethnic nationalism" that is forcing Jews to flee for their lives. To manufacture evidence for this
two years masters the Ukrainian language Ukraine's armed forces; taxation and its
hideous slander of the 53-million-strong Ukrainian nation, the producers of "60 Minutes" artfully spliced bits
and thus propagates use of the Ukrainian legal basis in Ukraine; privatization and
of spurious "proof with mistranslated phrases, misrepresented a group of Ukrainian boy scouts to be some
type of sinister political formation, showed excerpts from a church ceremony falsely given racist overtones,
language throughout Ukraine?" he asked. the practical application of the processes
and edited a prominent rabbi's words wholly out of context.
"Every year 250,000 young men enter the of privatization; the agro-industrial comarmy; the army could be transformed into plex and tendencies toward reform; conFACT: THE NEW YORK TIMES ON JEWISH LIFE IN UKRAINE
huge educational institution to teach the solidation of the Ukrainian nation as the
In her informative feature on Jan. 6, 1995, titled "Out of Ukraine's Torment, A Jewish Flowering," The
Ukrainian language. And every year foundation of statehood; and Ukraine and
New York Times correspondent Jane Perlez writes: "By any measure, there has been a lively revival of
250,000 youths who use the Ukrainian lan- the West: the path to partnership.
Judaism since Ukraine declared independence from the Soviet Union in 1991." Perlez interviewed Rabbi
Yaakov D. Bleich, chief rabbi of Ukraine — the very same rabbi whose words "60 Minutes" took out of conguage would be dispersed throughout all
The transcripts of such roundtable distext. Perlez and Rabbi Bleich cite numerous indicators attesting to the vigorous growth of Jewish life and
regions of Ukraine. Does anybody do this? cussions, in which highly placed governinstitutions in Ukraine - a renaissance unparalleled in the former Soviet Union. Home to 550,000 Jews,
No. No one does this."
Ukraine now boasts the largest Jewish school in Eastern Europe; since independence, the number of synament officials as well as experts in varigogues has grown from 12 to 50, and the sale of Passover foods has increased fivefold. The Times reports
He continued: "That is why I have put ous fields participate, are later distributed
that the Ukrainian government "has gone out of its way to emphasize reconciliation with Jews."
together a group of scholars and experts to to the participants and to various governprepare
a complex program on consolida- mental and non-governmental entities
FACT: STATEMENTS ABOUT THE JEWISH RENAISSANCE IN UKRAINE
tion of the Ukrainian nation. This is a prac- concerned with a particular issue.
• Ukrainian President Leonid Kuchma, in an address to Jewish-American leaders in New York, Nov. 20,
tical approach to state-building. I do not like
As he concluded his presentation on the
1994: "Having put an end to state anti-Semitism, having condemned the 'intellectual' anti-Semitism that
revolutionary phrases; this nauseates me. I ongoing work of the Ukrainian Republican
flourishes in some countries, we are doing everything possible, despite our economic difficulties, to ensure
the rebirth of the social, religious and cultural life of the Jewish people in Ukraine."
would like to do something practical. This Party, Mr. Horyn was especially eager to
• losef Zissels, president, Association of Jewish Organizations and Communities in Ukraine, in a statement
is the type of practical work the Ukrainian point out that the party is trying to finance
on Nov, 22, 1994: "Since independence, 150 Jewish societies have been established, 70 religious societies,
Republican Party has in mind."
its own endeavors instead of, as in the past,
75 functioning Jewish schools, 13 full-time state-supported Jewish schools, and 60 Sunday schools. The only
center of Jewish education in the entire former Soviet Union is in Ukraine, and the only law in Eastern Europe
Another example of the practical projects reaching out to the diaspora for aid. "Now
protecting the rights of all minorities."
pursued by the URP is establishing contacts that there are scores of political parties and
• Rabbi Yaakov D. Bleich, chief rabbi of Ukraine, in a letter to CBS Oct. 31,1994:" The present government
among all parts of Ukraine — especially organizations, it is simply impossible for
of Ukraine... has an excellent record in humanrights,respecting therightsof national minorities in deeds and
among the country's young people. 'This is the Ukrainian diaspora to support them
actions, and not only on paper. It has been noted that Ukraine has the best record on humanrightsof all former Soviet republics."
the way to root out stereotypes [of the dif- all," he said.
• Rabbi David H. Lincoln, Park Avenue Synagogue, New York, in a letter to CBS, Oct. 25, 1994: "It
ferences between Ukraine's eastern and
"We want to finance our own activity.
really is time for us to enjoy the resurgence of Jewish life in Ukraine after the horrors of the German occuwestern regions]," Mr. Horyn noted. "For Through our computer links we receive
pation and communism, and to appreciate the heroic efforts of the Ukrainian people and government to
the past several years, we have been among requests from American businesspersons
assist the Jewish community in all its endeavors."
the organizers of a program to send children for contacts with Ukrainian businesses.
CONCLUSION: THE PUBLIC DESERVES THE TRUTH
from the east to participate in Christmas cel- Thus far, we do this gratis; we do not
Despite detailed evidence of the broadcast's numerous errors and misrepresentations — as presented
ebrations in the west. Thus, children from charge for our service. But, soon we will
to CBS in meticulous detail by scholars and analysts - Safer and "60 Minutes" continue, with prideful arroKryvyi Rih go to Lviv for Christmas. We do so for a fee, especially now that we
gance, to stand by their story. Despite Rabbi Bleich's face-to-face meeting with CBS officials, at which he
think that for Easter we will send some 200 have this journal Kontakt." He was referrepeated his earlier written assertion that "my words were quoted out of the context that they were said,"
Safer and "60 Minutes," with smug abandon, continue to stand by their story. Despite the self-evident
children out west. Various parties will come ring to the party's latest publication, a
hate-mongering inherent in implying that a people is "genetically anti-Semitic," Safer and "60 Minutes"
together to plan this. I also would like business magazine that its publisher
shamelessly stand by their story.
Galician children to visit with families in hopes will become a bilingual UkrainianAmericans of Ukrainian ancestry, Christian and Jewish, point with pride to the bloodless Ukrainian revthe east, while children from east would go English weekly.
olution by referendum in 1991 that toppled the Soviet Union, brought freedom to Ukraine, and brought
freedom of religion to Ukrainian Christians and Jews alike. Independence has brought dramatic improveAnd thus the Ukrainian Republican
west for the summertime. This, too, would
ment in Jewish life in Ukraine — not its deterioration.
Party continues to reach out to broader
be a good exchange."
By denying these facts, Morley Safer and "60 Minutes" misled the public. They sacrificed the truth for
and
more diverse segments of the public
sensationalism. We demand a retraction and an apology. The beautiful face of freedom in Ukraine
Library of political concepts
— both in Ukraine and abroad. The
deserves no less.
Another of the party's programs is result, Mr. Horyn and other URP leaders
For further information, or to support this campaign for truth, contact:
aimed
at familiarizing the public, including hope, will be a stronger independent
Ukrainian Heritage Defense Committee, do Ukrainian National Association, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey City,
NJ 07302
scholars and government officials, with Ukrainian state.
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Alex Slobodyanik to perform
with N.Y. Chamber Symphony
NEW YORK— Alex Slobodyanik, the
youngest pianist ever to win the Young
Concert Artists International Auditions at
age 15 in 1990, performs with the New
York Chamber Symphony, with Gerard
Schwarz c o n d u c t i n g , in the Irene
Diamond Concert, a gala evening for the
benefit of YCA, to be held Tuesday,
April 18, at the 92 Street Y at 8:30 p.m.
Mr. Slobodyanik, recipient of the 1995
Aaron and Irene Diamond Soloist Prize of
YCA, will perform Concerto No. 3 by
Prokofiev. He appears with Alban Gerhardt,
cellist—Variations on a Rococo Theme by
Tchaikovsky, and Dmitri Berlinsky, violinist—Violin Concerto by Tchaikovsky, with
special guest Eugenia Zukerman—Poem
for Flute and Orchestra by Griffes.
In August 1994, Mr. Slobodyanik
appeared as soloist with the Kolner
Rundfunk-Sinfonie-Orchestr conducted by
Heinrich Schiff at the season's opening
concert in Cologne Philharmonic Hall. He
has also performed with orchestras in
Russia including the Kirov Orchestra in St.
Petersburg, the Leningrad Symphony and
the Moscow State Chamber Orchestra;
with the Sinfonia Nacional de Montevideo
in South America; the Berne Symphony
Orchestra in Switzerland, as v/ell as with

orchestras in the United States. He has also
appeared in recital engagements throughout the United States. In January, 1994 Mr.
Slobodyanik toured Japan, giving recitals
in Nagoya, Osaka and Tokyo's Suntory
Hall.
This season, his engagements include
recitals throughout the United States and
an artist residency at the New Hampshire
Music Festival. Among his upcoming
performances are solo appearances with
the London Symphony conducted by
Mariss Jansons and the Moscow State
Chamber Orchestra.
Mr. Slobodyanik, who made his New
York and Washington, recital debuts in
the 1993-1994 Young Concert Artists
Series at the 92nd Street Y and at the
Kennedy Center, at the age of 18, to rave
reviews, is currently working at the
Cleveland Institute of Music with Sergei
Babayan.
For information and tickets call YCA,
(212) 307-6655. At this date the only
tickets available are single tickets at $11
(rear orchestra, rear mezzanine).
The concert to benefit Young Concert
Artists is being held at the 92nd Street Y,
Tisch Center for the Arts, 1395 Lexington
Ave.

Pianist Alex Slobodyanik, center, cellist Alban Gerhardt, violinist Dmitri
Berlinsky, with special guest Eugenia Zukerman, to perform at a gala benefit
concert for Young Concert Artists at the 92nd Street Y.

Eight-year-old pianist from Kyyiv appears in U.S. Kuchar first winner
J E R S E Y CITY, N.J. — Olya
Kuznetzov, an 8-year-old student of
piano at K y y i v ' s Mykola Lysenko
Secondary School of Music, completed
her appearances in the U.S. with
Philharmonia Virtuosi, one of America's
most respected chamber orchestras, in
concert series both for adults and children held in Westchester in March.
Olya came to the U.S. at the invitation of conductor Richard Kapp, founder
and music director of Philharmonia
Virtuosi, who, while in Kyyiv in 1994,
visited the Lysenko School where Olya
is enrolled.
Olya arrived in the U.S. in early
March with her mother, Hanna
Kuznetzov, teacher of choral music and
founder of the Ruthenian Children's
Choir at Kyyiv's School No. 80, and her
teacher, Natalia Tolpygo-Rusina.
Ms. Tolpygo-Rusina, laureate of the
National Lysenko Piano Competition, is
a soloist v/ith the Kyyiv Philharmonic
and, for the past 10 years, has been affiliated with the Lysenko School of which
she is an a l u m n u s . A sought-after
teacher, many of Ms. Tolpygo-Rusina's
students are finalists in international children's music competitions.
Among O l y a ' s appearances with
Philharmonia Virtuosi were performances
in a program for families with young children, titled Cushion Concerts, presented
in cooperation with the Hoff-Barthelson
Music School in Scarsdale, N.Y., in three
Westchester locations: at Rippowan
Cisqua School, Mt. Kisco, N.Y., March
12; Little Theater, Westchester County
Center, White Plains, N.Y., March 19;
and at the Hoff-Barthelson Music School
in Scarsdale on March 26.
Olya and Ms. Tolpygo-Rusina also
appeared at the Ukrainian National
Home in Irvington, N.J., at a concert
organized j o i n t l y by the Ukrainian
Institute of Music (Daria Karanowycz,
president, and Taisa Bohdanska, New
Jersey branch president) and St. John
the Baptist Ukrainian Catholic Church
Parish in Newark, N.J., on March 26.
The concert program featured works by
Bach, Chopin as well as contemporary
Ukrainian composers Myroslaw Skoryk
and Gennadiy Siasko. Ms. Tolpygo-

of KLM contest
'Bridging the World'

played with the Vilnius C h a m b e r
Orchestra and where she is scheduled to
return again this May.
Olya has been invited to Paris by the
director of the Paris Conservatory. At this
stage, financial constraints stand in the way
of accepting the invitation.
A pianist who can't quite reach an

AMSTERDAM, The Netherlands KLM Royal Dutch Airlines has
announced that Theodore Kuchar is the
first winner of its recently concluded
" B r i d g i n g the W o r l d " contest. Mr.
Kuchar's project and presentation was
selected first from approximately 11,000
entries from around the world. The competition was held in honor of K L M ' s
75th year of operation, the theme helping
KLM live up to its credo of building
bridges between people and cultures. As
the first winner, Mr. Kuchar's project
will receive all necessary international
air tickets, costs of accommodation and
other travel-related expenses.
Mr. Kuchar presently serves as artistic
director of the Australian Festival of
Chamber Music, artistic director and principal conductor of the National Symphony
Orchestra of Ukraine, and artist in residence at James Cook University of North
Queensland.
Mr. Kuchar's submission was made in
the name of the Australian Festival of
Chamber Music, recognized internationally as one of the leading music festivals
in the world, and James Cook
University. The conductor proposed that
festival send eight of its internationally
distinguished performers to Ukraine, to
the cities of Kyyiv and Lviv, to present a
condensed version of the annual festival.
The participants will present concerts in
each of the two cities. In addition, and
perhaps this is of greater significance,
each of the artists will conduct masterclasses in the conservatories of those two
cities.
KLM recognizes that during the past
decade there has been a severe drain of
professional expertise in countries of the
former Soviet Union, such as Ukraine,
not to mention the economic catastrophe
with which the country presently contends. K L M ' s recognition of the
Australian Festival Chamber of Music,
which annually attracts the world's most

(Continued on page 15)

(Continued on page 15)

Natalia Tolpygo-Rusina and Olya Kuznetsov at the Ukrainian Institute of Music
concert held March 26 in Irvington, N.J.
Rusina played Handel, Mozart, Chopin
as well as Skoryk and Gershwin.
Olya's other major appearances have
been with the Chamber Orchestra of
Kyyiv under the direction of Roman
Kaufman. Last year, she also took part in
the Estafeta Pokolin music festival in
Kyyiv and participated, along with other
contestants from Ukraine, in the Kaunas
Music Festival in Lithuania, where she
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Yara's readings and photo exhibit cast spells NINA MATVIENKC
by Andrij Wynnyckyj
NEW YORK — "Spinning Spells/Changing
Landscapes" was the fifth Yara Arts Group event at the
Ukrainian Institute of America, by now a fixture on the
Ukrainian cultural calendar. The 1995 edition was held
on March 18.
This time, the spirited accounts of life in the theater
and the artful renditions of poems in translation and in
the original that have been common to all of the soirees
were matched by an accent on photography.
After a formal welcome by the institute's director,
Walter Baranetsky, Ellen Stewart, the matriarch of
Yara's home base, La MaMa ETC, hit all the right notes
for a Ukrainian crowd. She started off with a mention of
her visit to the late Ukrainian Catholic Patriarch Josyf
Slipyj in Rome, commented on the gradual improvement
of conditions in Ukraine she witnessed over four annual
visits since 1990, and closed with an admonition for the
Ukrainian community to continue supporting its own.
She singled out Yara's founding director, Virlana Tkacz,
as being particularly worthy of praise.
"In our country, which is not necessarily interested in
the arts," Ms. Stewart said, "those who work in culture
do so at great sacrifice." She added, "There is a great
world out there that has not the slightest notion of what
your [Ukrainians'] world is. Virlana has been bringing it
out for everyone to see."
Olya Maryshchak, co-curator of the exhibit of photog
raphy, introduced the four featured artists:, Petro Hrytsyk
of Ukraine, Margaret Morton and Thaya Salamacha of
the U.S., and David Trattles of Canada.
Ms. Maryshchak spoke warmly of her association with
Mr. Hrytsyk, now relocated in New York, which dates
back to 1971, when he was studying at the Kyyiv Art
Institute. She said Mr. Hrytsyk now specializes in showing
the spiritual side of New York's "nooks and crannies."
For that night's show, Ms. Morton, an associate professor
at the Cooper Union School of Art, contributed a cycle of
works depicting "Anna's Garden," a lot filled with dolls and
stuffed animals in macabre poses that formerly served as an
otherwise anonymous Ukrainian Lower East Side resident's
psychic purging ground. The site no longer exists.
Ms. Morton's works and those of five others are fea
tured at the Museum of the City of New York until
September. "A Century Apart" is an exhibit that empha
sizes present-day parallels with social reformer Jacob
Riis's oeuvre, a distressing indication of the extent to
which conditions in America's cities have deteriorated.
Ms. Morton's pictures at Yara's exhibition demonstrated
that desolation might have an ethnic character, but no
ethnic boundaries.
Ms. Salamacha's photographs seemed to provide stark
illustration of a line of Oksana Zabuzhko's verse, recited
during the program, "What do trees do when they go mad?"
The Ottawa-based Mr. Trattles' yen for photography
is matched by a seemingly boundless velomania: he has

cycled, as the program put it, "from Turkey to Hong
Kong; through Eastern Europe prior to the fall of the
Wall... Mexico and Canada from the West to the East
coasts." The work shown at the institute was selected
from a 1993 solo tour of western Ukraine, "cut short due
to a dog bite near Odessa."
Images of Yara productions since 1990 also graced the
walls of the institute, by photographers Tom Brazil
(whose picture of Ms. Matvienko appeared in The New
York Times and is reproduced below), Kyyiv-based
Viktor Marusthchenko, Watoku Ueno (also set designer
for Yara), and New Yorker Dorian Yurchuk.
Following the formal presentations, a slide show of works
by photo co-curator Nadia Maryniak, Lada Lysniak and Ms.
Maryshchuk was set to taped music by Nina Matvienko and
a host of Ukrainian and North American bands.
An informal talk on "Working with Yara" was deliv
ered by Karen-Angela Bishop, an award-winning graduate
of Yale University's prestigious School of Drama and a
veteran of Yara productions in the U.S. and Ukraine. She
began by recounting her first trip to Ukraine, her first con
tact with aged Europe. With the sun setting on the right
and moon rising on the left as the plane approached Lviv
airport, Ms. Bishop said she had the feeling of being
"caught in a weird celestial time machine."
"When we touched down in Lviv," Ms. Bishop said, "I
realized we were in the past." She was struck by the "digni
fied antiquity" of the Les Kurbas Theater, the respect with
which the local actors treated the stage and building, and
marveled that they "were not the past, but the future."
"The building might have been old, but their work was
very fresh," said Ms. Bishop. She also drew parallels
between the uncertain economic conditions in Ukraine
and the hostility faced by the arts in the U.S.
On a lighter note, the African American actress riffed on
the quintessentially Ukrainian topic of "salo," which, she
confided, she had approached with trepidation but found that
it was the same thing as fatback, a staple of the South. "I'm
not ashamed to admit I like salo," she said, and playfully
recited a litany of marketing ideas, such as "low cholesterol
salo," "hickory smoked salo" and "whipped salo."
Ms. Bishop concluded with a heartfelt tribute to Nina
Matvienko, a co-star in the recent productions of
"Waterfall/Reflections" in Kyyiv and New York, "this
woman who was more of a threat to the Soviet regime than
outright revolutionaries; half pioneer, half 'malenkyi
chortyk' [little devil]."
"It was a pleasure to sit at the feet of a master of her
craft and just absorb knowledge," said Ms. Bishop humbly.
"She encouraged more focus in my art, more pride in my
heritage, urging me to reach back into my past to find what
was most essential."
In topping off her praise for the Ukrainian songstress,
Ms. Bishop cited two folk sayings: " 'Strength and digni
ty are her clothing,' and 'she does not eat the bread of
(Continued on page 18)

Nina Matvienko (NM), often described as "the Voice of
Ukraine," was born on October 10, 1947, near Zhytomyr.
Ms. Matvienko joined the Veriovka State Chorus in 1968
and has since been a tireless performer, renowned through
out Ukraine thanks to her many performances and record
ings as a soloist, and also as the lead vocalist of the Zoloti
Kliuchi Trio. She is now a soloist with the Kyyiv Kamerata,
a chamber orchestra based in the Ukrainian capital
Ms. Matvienko is known for her interest in providing
ever fresher renditions of folk material, in which her reper
toire is almost limitless.
In late January to mid-February, she was at the LaMaMa
Experimental Theater Company on New York's Lower East
Side, performing in "Waterfall/Reflections."
Virlana Tkacz (VT) is the founding director of the Yara Arts
Group, one of the resident directors at LaMaMa, and an
award-winning translator of Ukrainian poetry into English.
The following interview was conducted jointly by Andrij
Wynnyckyj of The Ukrainian Weekly and Olha Kuzmowycz oj
Svoboda, and translated by the former.
How does the central theme emerge in your recent
collaboration "Waterfall/Reflections"?

VT: It emerges immediately. Right at the beginning of
the show a woman, played by Karen-Angela Bishop, rises
one morning and washes her face, and suddenly feels the
most ancient elements of human experience in the water.
N M : She picks up on all that's been reflected in the
water, from her own face that very morning to everything
back through the ages.
V T : The reflections it has stored includes the most
archaip rituals. Among the first thing to captivate my inter
est when I was researching ancient aspects of our culture
were the Scythian spirals depicting water, the infinite flux
of life, the life-giving energy wave. This then led me to
draw on various Trypillian water motifs.
We did research on the songs we did to make sure that
their origins dated back as far as possible — such as the
carol about creation, which sounds Sumerian, actually.
Did you have a preference in terms of the songs you
chose?

NM: Many of them are seasonal songs, holiday songs. They
are the persistent memory of the pagan calendar, pagan ways.
Some are quite common. It didn't require digging to find the
songs themselves, only to determine how old they were.
VT: Right, these songs are part of everyday experience.
It wasn't our goal to depict the life of the ancients. We want
to show how the most ancient things resonate in the pre
sent, how it affects the lives of people in present-day
America and Ukraine.
We aimed to retell the oldest stories and connect them to
our own experience. I mean this generally, but putting the
play together was actually quite "autobiographical" foi
most of us. Part of the action concerns very personal reflec
tions about grandmothers, great-grandmothers.
How was the play written?
VT: Basically, we wrote it together, in rehearsals and
w o r k s h o p s in Kyyiv, in which Karen and Peruvian
Armenian actress/singer Cecilia Arana took part.
As a kind of improvisation?

VT: In part, but everyone also brought in prepared elements
to fill out the substance of what they felt had to be communicat
ed about our connection to the past, about water, and so on.
NM: I drew on my repertoire of folk and traditional songs
and this was supplemented by Virlana's research into the work
of musical ethnographers, such as [Filaret] Kolessa.
Was the focus on composers' arrangements?

Nina Matvienko, '4he Voice of Ukraine," in performance of the Yara Arts Group's 'Waterfall/Reflections."

VT: No, mostly on the songs collected by ethnographers
such as Volodymyr Hnatiuk. Together with Oksana Batiub
we translated Mary Oliver's poetry into Ukrainian. Mar)
Oliver is one of the leading poets in America now, and oui
translations will soon be published in the journal Svitovyd
With Wanda Phipps we translated the works of Ukrainiar
poets, the folksongs and carols.
I had originally wanted to compile an anthology o1
women's verse in translation, including that of Liudmyh
Taran, Oksana Zabushko and Natalia Bilotserkivets, anc
wanted to fill it out. But with what?
We began to turn to the more ancient texts of folk songs
considering them to be women's works, such as "Zasvichi
Svichku" (rendered as Hold a Candle), "Koly ne Bulo з
Nashchada Svita" (Before the World Began). Their lyrics
seemed quite modern to us as we translated them.
To me, that's the challenge of the play — to place these
most ancient of works into another context; to make then
spur thinking about questions such as What is old? What І!
water? What is our relationship to these things? How d(
they speak to us?
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AND VIRLANA TKACZ DREAM OF ANCIENT WATERS
Not simply for Ukrainians, but for all cultures.
In fact, these are the kinds of questions that I put to
nyself as I embark on any project. There is a wide pool of
^ery interesting material to draw from in Ukrainian culture
hat is largely inaccessible to people in the American maintream. What is it that could interest such an audience?
The answers to that question that emerge in a dialogue
vith my actors, mostly non-Ukrainians, are often unexpected.
Of course, it can't be all entirely free-form, because of
>asic time restrictions, and so you have to set clear goals so
hat something is accomplished. I'm most interested in a
reewheeling examination of the basic questions.
NM: For me, Virlana's method was a revelation. She is a
lirector who encourages a layering of ideas, an exchange of
deas, she presents a set of formal propositions for everyone
о act on as they'd like.
Quite extraordinary. After a while I had the unfamiliar
eeling that someone was interested in what I think, (laughs)
What other acting have you done?
NM: In Ukraine, I was in a stage adaptation of Lina
Costenko's "Marusia Churai," but I prefer songs. I don't
mow why directors keep pestering me with theater. Many
)f them have conducted their theatrical experiments on me,
nit I'm not sure how they came out. (laughs)

the filter that everyone's conversation had to pass through.
Now it seems that I have a manageable amount of material,
I'm getting pretty good at it since this was my trip over it's no longer out of hand, but sometimes I don't know what to
with a non-Ukrainian group, and things quickly progressed do with it, how to perform it, where. Sometimes I get the
to direct conversation.
impression that I've been sticking around on stage for too long.
NM: It was great, once we walked around Kyyiv with
It's no longer a personal concern so much that I get out
Karen alone and I complained to her about my heels getting there and record these songs. I'd rather give them to some
worn and so on. After closely watching me for some time, one else. It doesn't have to be me, as long as someone
she said "aah," then pulled me over to a shop window and keeps them alive.
said "Bachysh?", one of the words she knew in Ukrainian,
VT: Nina has been assembling an impressive amount of
and pointed out what soles she thought would be the best.
material by traveling in the countryside.
I spoke to her in Ukrainian, she to me in English, but it
Do you ever simply recite poetry or prose, rather
seemed not to matter at all. We'd walk into the theater jab than singing?
bering away at each other, and Virlana would wonder how
NM: Recently I had to find some texts for my ensemble,
we knew what the other was talking about.
To put it in a nutshell, "Waterfall/Reflections" was a and this provoked a bit of confusion for me personally.
meeting place of the world's cultures, all of which agree on Well, I'm maturing as an artist, I suppose, but I've noticed
that I've become more impatient with light folk material.
this: Life is Water and the Song's source is Woman.
VT: As we worked on this play, it became obvious that The joyous lyrics about cute little beets diced into darling
there are many moments of contact in culture, African little pieces — they're beautiful, but they don't have the
American, Japanese, Korean, Ukrainian, where every individ same allure for me. I'm starting to crave heavier material,
ual thinks about their sources. Ukrainian folksongs are defi with philosophical searching.
Of course, we've taken such things on before, in using the
nitely close to the source of consciousness, and so this
became a point of fascination for me: How would I stage this? works of Pavlo Tychyna and Taras Shevchenko, but I want to
do
material that's engaged, imbued with the power of the
What concerns me most is how to reconnect with the
most basic, the source. And the most basic source of our moment, that reflects what's going on in Ukrainerightnow.
I can show you the line-up our group [the Kyyiv
So the impetus always came from the directors who life is water.
NM: Remember that everything that can be understood Kamerata] is proposing. We have the 14th Psalm, the
vanted to pull you into a production?
prayer
of St. Cyril, Stankovych's piece on the famine, inter
has already been written. I often become anxious and my soul
NM: I never sought it out. Acting presents a strange situa- is heavy because I took on folksongs as the focus of my esting things. It depends somewhat on the demands of a
ion for me. The director talks, you listen. But I always spoke career. Some might think the technique involved is simple, chamber orchestra, but this is not an impediment, only a
ny mind and always will. If you bottle up your thoughts, your but it is virtually inaccessible to modern methods. It's very prism that focuses our efforts.
eeth will fall out and your hair will turn grey, (laughs)
complicated in terms of phrasing, harmony, progressions.
You often perform in eastern Ukraine and in centers
What's also fascinating in folksongs is that they're so of the Eastern diaspora. How are you received?
So how did the idea for a collaboration emerge?
ancient and yet always fresh. How refreshed you feel after
VT: Last year I arrived in Kyyiv and lost my notebook having sung them!
NM: I could start from the Ukrainian community in
vith all my addresses, and the only one I could remember
It pains me that many among the young seem not to have Zaporizhzhia. During the day, they took me to all of the his
vas Nina's, and I didn't really know how to get around the contact with this ancient spiritual source. Our spiritual clas toric sites, of all the Kozak fortresses, where the rapids where.
ity. So this was the first time the two of us had a chance to sics. Few know about such people as Yevdokha Zuyikha,
I was very tired from all that walking, and it seemed that the
alk at any length, because I had to wait for someone to the famous folksinger in the 1920s.
audience was somewhat apprehensive, so I sang "Stoyit Yavir
*uess at where I was and rescue me. So we began talking
nad Vodoyu" (The Sycamore Maple Stands at the Water's
How do you reconcile your artistic life to the tasks Edge). It's such an expansive song that no matter how much
ibout what we could do together
that women have in present-day Ukraine?
you've
forgotten, it seems it draws you back to your roots.
Very typical: a director came and got you to agree to
After the conceit, it was very touching. People rushed to the
NM: I'll show you my hands. Well, it looks like since
ippear in a play.
I've taken up with Virlana, the calluses on my hands have stage and thanked me, the Ukrainian community, all Russian
NM: Actually, it was anything but typical. This was the softened a bit, but this one, here next to my thumb, it's per speakers, brought me a silverring.They told me that the songs
irst time that I wasn't approached with a preconceived manent. Then again, it's great when I have to use castanets. had let loose memories of their past, their mothers, childhood.
dea, but with an opportunity to develop my own ideas
What can I tell you, I cope as best I can. Besides, it has None could speak Ukrainian, but I didn't judge any of them.
ogether with someone else's. Virlana acts as a very good always been difficult. I've always had to get things ready
It's like that here in North America, but somehow it's
catalyst. That's what the most gifted directors do: they pro around the house, dress the kids, wash the kids, undress the easier in your own country than in some strange land.
vide impetus for individual ideas, develop them and then kids; only then could I rush off to concerts or take a moment
On another tour, in Tyumen [in Russia, about 100 miles
larmonize them within a whole.
north of the Kazakhstani border], some men asked me suspi
alone at night.
VT: "Waterfall/Reflections" seemed to have its own inner
I can't tell you how much I love the night when everyone's ciously, "What do they think about us back there? After all,
ogic that presented itself as we were making it. Interestingly asleep. When everything's in its place and I can sit at the table
enough, we hadn't initially conceived of this piece as an all- and pull out my material, some arrangements or what have you.
(Continued on page 18)
voman production. But as I fleshed out the ideas I came up
vith Karen and Shigeko Suga, we came to understand that
his was basically a feminine work, just as we came to undertand that Trypillian culture was female-centered.
When Prof. [George] Grabowicz [of Harvard] came to our
)erformances in Kyyiv, he commented on how appropriate
his approach was, given the sources of Ukrainian culture.
As Karen pointed out, none of us are emasculating antinale types, and it's interesting that all of us came to collab>rate on this particular play. I never thought that I would
iver produce anything like this. Maybe that's why it has
luch an air of spontaneity, because it wasn't so much willed
is received.
We began with the thought: "What is ancient?" And we
iecided that perhaps the oldest action was the morning rituil of putting water on one's face in the morning. This is
)erhaps among the oldest things that humanity has been
loing over thousands of years, perhaps millions.
So the focus is on recovering that most ancient memory:
What is it that you remember when the water hits your
'ace? Your childhood? Your grandmother?
So it was a systematic analysis of ancient reflexes?
VT: No, not so much analysis as simply the retelling of
itories. During one of these story telling sessions, I put on
me of Nina's recordings and when we listened to them, it
ieemed to prompt a flood of memories in everyone.
A writer once referred to Nina as "Ur-Ukraine," because
;he has an almost mystical sensitivity to what is most ancient
ind an uncanny ability to send people's minds back into the
>ast. [Ur was a city in Mesopotamia and a center of the
Sumerian civilization from about 2,500 to 1950 B.C., later
aken over by the Assyrians in the 7th century B.C.]
Watoku Ueno
Was there any problem with a language barrier? The
ion-Ukrainian cast had to interact with Ms. Matvienko The women of Yara, directed by Virlana Tkacz, with the Tree of Life in the dinner scene of the LaMaMa ETC stag
airly closely.
ing of "Waterfall/Reflections" in New York. From left: Shigeko Suga, Yunjin Kim, Cecilia Arana, Oksana Babij,
Karen-Angela Bishop (standing).
VT: Initially, as always in our stays in Kyyiv, I had to be
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The following is an excerpt of a recent
television interview on the Madison
Square Garden Network, between peri
ods of a New York Rangers game. The
interviewer
was MSG announcer Al
Trautwig
and the interviewee
was
Ukrainian left wing Mark Osborne.
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The return of Mark Osborne
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M a r k Osborne r e t u r n s to t h e New
Y o r k R a n g e r s a n d finally lights t h e
l a m p after seven years in t h e league.
You certainly have beaten t h e odds,
you've lasted a long time.
Yeah, I'm still trying to fool them for
a couple of more years, or whatever. But,
you know, it's been fun, this is my I4th
year. I just keep plugging along, still
enjoy the game.
It was my belief that if the Rangers
w e r e g o i n g t o g e t r i d of 1940 [ t h e
Stanley Cup jinx], they were going to
beat Toronto last year like they did in
1940. W h a t h a p p e n e d in t h e e n d to
your team?
Well, you know, we had a couple of
tough series, a few injuries to some of
our better players. Vancouver was just a
hot team, they got on a roll. They beat us
fair and square, as you can see they
deserved to be in the Cup. It would have
been nice [if it had been] the Rangers and
Toronto, though.
...I find it amazing, in many ways it
came down to New York and St. Louis,
of c o u r s e w i t h M i k e K e e n a n g o i n g
there - that was a unique choice you
had to make.
Yeah, it was a choice. I certainly
didn't want to rule out St. Louis, but,
when I heard New York, and there was a
lot of, you know, I enjoyed my time here.
It's a great place to play, the fans are
great, plus, if you can go back to a place
where you're familiar with, you enjoy it.
That's the route that we chose to go for,
and hopefully I'll find myself on another
Stanley Cup team.
Well, you've played in t h e R a n g e r
uniform, as we saw, you came back,
you played in T o r o n t o , you left, you
came back, so obviously teams like the
impact that you make. I wonder what
it was like t o s t a n d t h e r e a n d watch

t h a t b a n n e r go u p , a n d k n o w t h a t
wasn't something you had anything to
do with.
Yeah, you know, Petr Nedved and
myself really did feel kind of out of place
there on the ice.
Did you j u s t want to go off to t h e
corner a little bit?
Yeah, no doubt. That night, seeing that
Cup, and not being part of the team that
won it last year, you know, we were on
different teams wanting to win that Cup.
And seeing that go up, but, hey, you play
for the organization now, and I played
here years ago. That was your goal and
it's nice to see the Rangers do that even
though we were on different teams last
year. But still, it was a thrill to be here.
How many years is it now?
Ah, this is 14.
Wow! Beating the odds. After play
ing in t h e league this long, M a r k
Osborne certainly knows how tough it
is to win the Stanley Cup.

***
Ukrainian Profile No. 9
Osborne, Mark Anatole.
No. 20, New York Rangers.
Shoots left.
6'2",205 1bs.
Born: Toronto, August 13, 1961.
Selected by Detroit Red Wings as
underage junior in third round, 46th over
all in 1980 NHL entry draft.
Thirteen NHL seasons: 882GP-211G316A-527PTS-1133PIM. 1993-1994 re
gular season and playoff stats: 73-9-1524-145; 18-4-2-6-52.
Kluzak gets call as TV analyst
Former Boston Bruins defenseman
Gord Kluzak will succeed Derek
S a n d e r s o n as television analyst for
Bruins home games on the New England
Sports Network next season. Kluzak will
team with Dale Arnold on play-by-play
as S a n d e r s o n a n d his partner, Fred
Cusick, broadcast only road games on
Channel 38.
"We talked to him twice and had a
good feeling," said NESN general man
ager John Claiborne, who made his selec(Continued on page 13)
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Pro hockey...
(Continued from page 12)
tion from a field of some 15 candidates.
"Gord has some ideas."
The Ukrainian Kluzak recently turned
31. He graduated with an economics
degree from Harvard last June and is
chief of staff of the Massachusetts State
Lottery. Because his TV position will not
require travel, Kluzak anticipates it will
not interfere with his lottery job.
Because of knee problems, Kluzak's
career with the Bruins ended prematurely
after eight years, during the 1990-1991
season. In all, he endured 11 knee opera
tions before reluctantly retiring at the age
of 26. He entered Harvard the following
September.
Kluzak will be the fourth Bruins ana
lyst on NESN since the pay-cable chan
nel's inception in the fall of 1984.
Ukrainian utterings
In late February, Darcy Wakaluk of the
Dallas Stars and fellow netminder Andy
Moog were selected NHL players of the
week. Dallas Stars' goalie Darcy Wakaluk
turned aside 27 shots to record his second
consecutive shutout on March 3. Wakaluk,
1-5-0 in his first six starts, extended his
scoreless streak to a career-high 160 min
utes, 22 seconds. The shutout was the sev
enth of Wakaluk's career. Wakaluk's
streak ended just 1:02 into the Stars' next
game, when Kings' wing Jari Kurri scored
on a 20-foot slap shot. Despite the shaky
start, Wakaluk won the game as Dallas
beat Los Angeles, 8-2. ...A quote from

Kenny Daneyko on playing against rugged
power winger Cam Neely: "I just know
one way to play against Cam. Strength
against strength. Other guys might try
some tricks, might try to tie up his stick,
but me, I just try to knock him down and
he does the same. There's not much in my
repertoire. What you see is what you get. I
can't change now...not that there's any
thing to change to." Daneyko's style takes
its toll. Originally thought to be out for one
to two weeks with a recent knee injury, he
may be out for the rest of the season. ...
After giving up four goals to Detroit for
ward Sergei Fedorov in a February battle,
Ukrainian goaltender Kelly Hrudey had to
put his foot down. Fortunately for the Los
Angeles Kings, he put it in the right place.
Hrudey stopped Fedorov's penalty shot in
overtime by sticking out his right foot to
preserve a tie, ... Joey Kocur banged a
short shot through Hartford goalie Jeff
Reese's pads, his first goal in 53 games
and the team's first on the way to a 5-2
Rangers win in early March. ... Hartford
Whalers' wing Jim Sandlak, whose frac
tured left heel will be in a cast at least six
weeks, continues to be in pain. He said: "I
broke my foot last year and it was an itch
compared to this." He was injured in a
scrap against the New Jersey Devils.
...Vancouver recalled defenseman John
Namestnikov from the minors. ...The
Kings recalled Gary Shuchuk from a con
ditioning stint in Phoenix (IHL). ...Whaler
Alex Godynyuk out for one to two weeks
with a pulled groin. ...Philadelphia's Brent
Fedyk is out until mid-April with a badly
sprained neck.
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Thinking about buying a home?
The Ukrainian National Association
offers its members
*

Low Fixed-Rate Mortgage

*

For /- to 3-Family Owner-Occupied

Loans

*

Quick Appraisal

*

Low Closing
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Fast and Friendly
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and Approval
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Service

Thinking about

refinancing?

Take the r i g h t step. Call us about rates,
terms and more information at
1 ( 8 0 0 ) 2 5 3 - 9 8 6 2 (except N.J.) o r
(201)451-2200

ESTATE S A L E B A R G A I N
Seven bedroom vintage farmhouse plus two year-round guest houses, each
with a bath * 3,700 sq. ft. of country living space includes eat-in kitchen * huge
living room * dining room * wrap-around porch * two baths * laundry room * barn
* garage * 1.6 fenced acres * move-in condition * 85 miles fr. NYC, $139,000,
taxes approximately $3,000 * (914) 687-0262.

СОЮЗІВКА • SOYUZIVKA
Ukrainian National Association Estate
Kerhonkson New York 12446
FAX 914-626-4638

MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND

President L. Kuchma's
Official State Visit to the United States

MAY 26-29, 1995
Treat yourself to a long weekend of rest and relaxation
Take a deserved break from the daily humdrum of city life
COME SPEND A RELAXING WEEKEND WITH US!
TENNIS, HIKING, SWIMMING AND ROMANCE AWAIT YOU.
AWAKE TO THE LUXURY OF DOING ABSOLUTELY NOTHING
BUT RELAXING IN THE WONDERFUL MOUNTAIN SETTING OF SOYUZIVKA...
ALL FOR $275.00 COUPLE/$200.00 SINGLE FOR STANDARD ACCOMMODATIONS
OR $315.00 COUPLE/$240.00 SINGLE FOR DELUXE ACCOMMODATIONS.
THIS RATE INCLUDES ROOM, BRUNCHES, ADMISSION TO DANCES, TAXES AND GRATUITIES.

This unique video highlights President Kuchma's official state visit to the United States. The
events covered are greeting at J.F.K. Airport, Press Conference - J.F.K. Airport, gala banquet at
Marriott Marquis in New York, St. George Church visit, speech at the United Nations, Reception at
the Embassy of Ukraine in Washington; official state presentation, treaty signing and state dinner at
the White House.

CHILDREN 16 AND UNDER STAY FREE IN THE SAME ROOM WITH PARENTS.
SURCHARGE FOR THIRD PERSON 17 AND OLDER $100.00 FOR WEEKEND.
DINNERS WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE AS A SEPARATE EXPENSE.

CALL NOW AND MAKE RESERVATION FOR GETAWAY WEEKEND.

Price: $30.00 U.S.
$40.00 Canadian

To order call: 1-718-275-1691
or send in your order to the following address:
Ukrainian Television Entertainment
P.O. Box 740232
RegoPark, NY 11374-0232
Name: _
Address

^

PACKAGE and FOOD Parcel Service

ZAKARPATSKA, IVANO-FRANKIVSKA
LVIVSKA and CHERNIVTSI ©BLAST
KOSHERLAND
Brooklyn, NY
718 438-8922

RAHWAY Travel
Rahway, NJ
908 381-8800

Steven MUSEY
Millville, NJ
609 825-7665

AUTHORIZED

AGENTS

ELINCA I P S .
Union City, NJ
201 974-2583

Phone:,*Day Г
.Eve. (

™
Shipping/Handling

No. of copies

_)

U.S.
Canadian
$4.00
$6.00 first copy ^
$2.00
$3.00 additional copies
Shipping & Handling
Subtotal

Enclosed is our check in the amount of $_
:;:
Only for New York State residents.

made out to: Ukra
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Dear subscribers and UNA members!
Are you aware that, thanks to the "Fund for Rebirth of
Ukraine-UNA," much has already been accomplished and
many other projects are still in progress in the establishment
of an independent, democratic, law-abiding Ukrainian state?
So far the Fund has expended the sum of $544,000 towards many worth
while undertakings, namely:
In 1992 UNA sponsored the publication of 10,000 copies of an econom
ics textbook "Basic Theoretical Elements of the Market System" by Oleh
Havrylyshyn. The book teaches the theory of market economy and the fun
damental principles of market economy as a whole. This book is designat
ed as a teaching tool for teachers and students of higher education.
If you feel that UNA'S active role in the rebirth of Ukraine is effective,
then we ask for your support and generous donations in order that we may
successfully continue our task.
Please make your checks payable to The Ukrainian National Association Fund for Rebirth of Ukraine, 30 Montgomery Street, Jersey City, NJ 07303.

BANK OWNED
Large Colonial
4 b e d r o o m s , 2.5 B a t h s , 1-car b u i l t - i n g a r a g e
50' x 100' L o t
Clifton, N e w JerseyS i 69,000
C o n v e n i e n t l y l o c a t e d t o all m a j o r a r t e r i e s
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Pete

1-800-586-8437

Pysanka - Ukrainian Symbol of Renewal
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Harvard announces summer program
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - The Ukrainian
Research Institute, in conjunction with the
Harvard University Summer School, has
announced the 25th annual Harvard
Ukrainian Summer Institute to be held June
26 through August 18.
The intensive eight-week program
offers accredited university instruction in
Ukrainian studies and provides an oppor
tunity for students to meet faculty and
research associates, and become familiar
with the work of the institute.
A full complement of Ukrainian lan
guage courses will be offered this year,
including: Beginning Ukrainian,
Intermediate Ukrainian (two levels), and
Advanced Ukrainian. Language classes,
under the over-all direction of Halyna
Hryn, meet for three hours per day,
Monday through Friday, and are offered
for eight credit {units each.
This year, Цо of Harvard University's
tenured faculty in Ukrainian studies will be
teaching in the {Summer Institute. George
G. Grabowicz, Dmytro Cyzevsky Professor
of Ukrainian LiWature and director of the
Ukrainian Research Institute at Harvard,
will teach a "jSurvey of 20th Century
Ukrainian Literature." Roman Szporluk,
Mykhailo Hriishevsky Professor of
Ukrainian History, will conduct a history
course on "20th (Century Ukraine."
In addition, Jphn S. Jaworsky, assistant
professor of political science at the
University of Waterloo, Ontario, will offer
a course on "politics of Contemporary
Ukraine."
J
All non-langiuage classes meet twice
weekly for a tcjtal of five lecture hours
and are offered for four credit units.
Participants are required to register for
at least eight credits and may register for
as many as 12 credits.
The Ukrainian Summer Institute's

course offerings are enriched by a calendar
of special events. The program for 1995
will include screenings of Ukrainian films,
a participatory theater workshop, guest lec
tures by prominent faculty and guests, and
discussions on current events in Ukraine.
The Harvard Ukrainian Summer
Institute draws a wide range of participants,
including undergraduate, graduate and con
tinuing education students, government
specialists and business people. In past
years, participants have come from all over
the United States and Canada, as well as
from Europe, Latin America, Africa, and
Australia. Last year, five students from
Ukraine participated in the program.
Applicants to the Harvard Ukrainian
Summer Institute must be at least 19 or
have attended one year of college.
Admission is based on the applicant's aca
demic record, a letter of recommendation
and a personal statement. The program is
offered for a reduced fee of $ 1,800 (regular
Harvard Summer School tuition for eight
credits is $2,650.) A limited number of stu
dents who demonstrate financial need may
qualify for a further fee reduction to $800.
Students who wish to live on campus
may apply for housing through the Harvard
Summer School. Full room and board for
the eight-week program costs $2,175.
Applications for the 1995 summer ses
sion may be obtained by contacting:
Harvard Ukrainian Summer Institute, 1583
Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA
02138; (617) 495-7833. Admission deci
sions are made on a rolling basis.
Applications are due by June 1; applications
received after this date will be assessed a
$25 late fee. Since the number of dormitory
rooms is limited and language class size is
restricted, candidates are advised to apply
promptly.

/-1—Ukraine
f

| New Country Code

Preserving a tradition that predates Christianity's arrival in Ukraine, craftsmen
from Kyyiv make Pysanky, decorated chicken eggs that symbolize the spring
awakening of nature. Certain to make marvelous Easter decorations, the beauti
fully decorated blown eggs are believed to possess magical powers and are dec
orated with beautiful regional designs dating from the 19th century and earlier.

On April 16 1995
Ukraine will implement a new country code
(Current dialing procedure from CIS countries* will not be affected)

Order now to receive your authentic Ukrainian Easter Eggs in time for the holi
days!

Dialing procedure will change:
Country's access code j
to international
\

Each Pysanka-$10.
Order six or more, and each pysanka costs only $8.50.

•

City code
(the «ret "O-wili
not be dialed)
L

d:
A call to Kyiv (Kiev) from abroad:

These low prices include postage and handling.
Send your check or money order to: Agora USA
240 Skyridge Drive
Atlanta, GA 30350-4511
Dear Agora USA,
I want to enjoy the beautiful artwork of authentic Ukrainian Pysanky
in time for Easter. Please rush me my order of:

380
country code
of Ukraine

•

subscriber
number

. - c digr s

1

Today

7

044

XXX XX XX

Will be

380

44

XXX XX XX

A call to Cernihiv from abroad:
Today

7

04622

380

4622

+

Beginning April 16 1995
both dialing procedures
will operate until the end
of the year

• City code: the first "0" will not be dialed
• Subscriber number: no change
• City code + subscriber number will
contain 9 digits in total

Dialing procedure will remain the same:

x $10 (if less than six) = _
_ Pysanky

8 + city code (with "0") + subscriber number

x $8.50 (if six or more) = _

My address is: _

7

550

XXX XX XX

380

50

XXX XX XX

• Mobile service code for calls from
abroad: "50"
• Mobile service code for calls within
Ukraine and from CIS countries: "050"

Enclosed please find my check or money order, made out to "Agora USA"
for the above sum.

Kyrgyz Republik,

For more information
please call your
international operator

^Маююи

(Latter!

This information is provided by Utel,
Ukraine's operator of international communications

b'tel
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Eight-year-old...
(Continued from page 9)
octave yet, Olya started to play the piano
two years ago. She makes do with an
instrument of dubious quality, on which
she practices at home for two to three
hours a day, in addition to the two hours
of lessons per week at the school. Her
repertoire ranges from classical to jazz.
Olya's playing astounds for the depth
of emotive comprehension, combined
with technical mastery.
Olya and her mother visited the edito
rial offices of Svoboda and The Weekly
in the company of their hosts, Irena and
Bohdan Czajkiwskyj of Clifton N.J., on
March 20.
While in the U.S„ given the little
free time she had, Olya was intent on
going shopping for a Barbie doll and, on
the day prior to her departure for Ukraine
on March 28, she finally got to do what
she wanted most — some sightseeing
and a visit to the Statue of Liberty.
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TRIDENT SOFTWARE, INC. presents

P R O C E S S O R

For Cyrillic- and Latin-based languages

(^Л<г^и<г(^Жй4іеі)

and

For Ukrainian, English, & Russian texts

TO ORDER, CALL

DOS
version 2.3

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:
• IBM PC or compatible
• Hard disc with
3 megabytes free disk space
• MS DOS 4.0 or higher
• EGA/VGA monitor
•RAM: 2megabytes
•CPU: 286 or higher

1-800-758-1023
In Ohio: (216)237-1721
Fax: (216)230-1556
i4ta&te>iCcvU аи*С 1/Єм, 7УеЄеож«{

Look for
Language Master
— Translation System —
coming soon!

$49.95
Plus $10 shipping/handling
* In Ohio add 7% tax

The Windows version includes 3 True
Type fonts — for the price of a
Ukrainian fonts package alone, you get
a word processor and spell-checker!

$99.95

Plus $10 shipping/handling
* In Ohio add 7% tax

TRIDENT SOFTWARE, INC. • P. O. BOX 30134 • CLEVELAND, OH 44130

Kuchar first...

Windows
version 2.0

(Continued from page 9)
renowned performers and pedagogues,
will assist the cultural training and devel
opment of a new generation of people in
Ukraine who presently lack any exposure
to the artistic and cultural excellence
taken for granted in the Western world.
Included in the delegation to Ukraine
will be Prof. Ray Golding, vice-chancellor
of James Cook University and chairman of
the Australian Festival of Chamber Music,
who will meet with leading politicians as
well as the presidents of the universities of
Kyyiv and Lviv, pursuing James Cook
Universities' international growth and
developing means of cooperation between
institutions of Australia and Ukraine.

f Українська Мова ^
На Комп'ютері?
Тільки З:

MultiTYPE/

т

OKSANA International Trade, Inc.*
1111 East Elizabeth Avenue, Linden, NJ 07036

Tel: (908) 925-0717<>Fax: (908) 925-3724
For Package Pick Up Call: 1 800 9 OKSANAoCall for brochures and UPS labels

Flour
Sugar
Rice
Macaroni
Canned Ham
Dried Yeast
Weight

Mayonnaise
Vegetable Oil
Luncheon Meat
Corned Beef
Canned Ham
Beef Stew
Canned Sardines
Weight

25 LB
25 LB
20LB
5 LB
2 LB
2 LB
79LB

$119.00

||

8LB
8LB
5 LB
5 LB
5 LB
6 LB
5 LB
42 LB

$125.00

All products are
from American stores

PRESS A BUTTON TO SWITCH BETWEEN
УКРАЇНСЬКОЮ AND ENGLISH
•
•
•
•
•

Works in all Windows applications
All Cyrillic languages available
Has 16 different keyboard layouts
Custom layout available
Display the keyboard layout on
the screen or print it out

СОМИНЕ PROGRAM (3 FONTS NOUDTO)

ONLY $79.95 *.«„*.

Canned Ham
6LB
Hard Salami
3LB
3LB
Corned Beef
Vienna Sausages
1LB
Canned Sardines
3LB
Chicken Soup
12/21P
Macaroni
5 LB
1GAL
Vegetable Oil
20 LB
Rice
6 LB
Crisco
Black Pepper
1LB
Mustard
1.5 LB
Olives
1LB
Ketchup
2 LB

TO ORDER OR FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE CONTACT:

NEW FOR SLAVIC SPECIALISTS I
Characters with accents. Old Qhurch I
Slavonic. Glagolitic and speciajl fonts I
for transcription and transliteration. I

Chicken Boulion
Dry Milk
Canned Peas
Raisins
Chocolate Syrup
Coffee
Cocoa
Tea
Powdered Sugar
Danish Cookies
Peanut Butter
Bubble Gum
Weight

13 Ог
2 LB
1.5 LB
2 LB
1.5 LB
2.5 LB
1LB
8 0Z
2 LB
3LB
2.5 LB
і LB
105 LB

Weight 105 LB Price $248.00
ADVANTAGE

ADDITIONAL FONTS FROM $ 9 5 9

SvitCOM Inc.
70 Cloverhill Rd., Suite 4
Etobiooke, Ont. M8Y 1T6 CANADA
Phone: (416) 252-9828 Fax: (416) 259-0669
internet e-mail: myron@io.org

Sugar
50LB
Flour
50 LB
10 LB
Buckwheat Gr.
Cream of Wheat 10 LB
Oatmeal Flakes
10 LB
Vegetable Oil
8 LB
Mayonnaise
8 LB 1
Beef Stew
6 LB
Macaroni
5 LB
Dried Yeast
2 LB
Weight
159 LB

$218.00

Sugar
Flour
Rice
Vegetable Oil
1 Crisco
1 Canned Ham
1 Luncheon Meat
1 Macaroni
Instant Coffee
Tea
Weight

J 1

25LB !
25 LB 1
20 LB
8 LB
6LB
1LB
5 LB
5 LB
8 0Z
8 0Z
105 LB

$189.00

10 LB
Buckwheat Gr.
10 LB
Oatmeal Rakes
Cream of Wheat 10 LB
8 LB
Vegetable Oil
Luncheon Meat 7.5 LB
6 LB
Beef Stew
3LB
Canned Ham
3LB
Corned Beef
3LB
Canned Sardines
61 LB
Weigh!

Dry Orange Drink 5 LB
Danish Cookies
3 LB
2.5 LB
Peanut Butter
2.5 LB
Sweet Prunes
2LB
Powdered Sugar
2 LB
Dry Cream
2 LB
Raisins
2 LB
Coffee
8 0Z
Tea
Chocolate Syrup 1.5 LB
Bubble Gum
1 LB
Weight
29 LB

$142.00

$88.00

Package Pick Up Service available anywhere in the U.S.A.

for WINDOW* 3.1

Hundreds
of Satisfied Customers
in the USA and Canada

I Prices for food package include the
cost of products, shipping, delivery
and insurance

Money
Transfer to
Ukraine
Our Company is licensed by the US Banking
Department to transfer funds to Ukraine.

Packages to Ukraine
By Boat
Minimum weight 10 LB
Delivery within 6-11 weeks
No limitation on size
Duty Free

£

АІГ M a i l $ 3 . 4 9 L B Servicing entire Ukraine - 3-4 weeks
S u p e r - E x p r e S S $ 5 . 4 9 L B Central cities of Ukraine - 2 weeks • Minimum weight 10 LB
U l t r a - E x p r e S S $ 9 . 9 9 L B (1 week)
Air shipment every Thursday, 5 PM

TRAVEL

H U E . ELIZABETH AVENUE, LINDEN, NEW JERSEY 070З6

ROUND TRIP FROM NEW YORK AND NEWARK TO:
AMSTERDAM
ATHENS
BANGKOK
BARRANGVILLA
BERLIN
BOGATA
BOMBAY/DELHI
BRATISLAVA
BUDAPEST
CALI
CAIRO

$350
$540
$1210
$570
$440
$570
$915
$480
$480
$570
$670

COPENHAGEN
FRANKFURT
GDANSK
GENEVA
HELSINKI
ISTANBUL
KARACHI
KIEV
LIMA
LISBON
LONDON

$470
$370
$515
$460
$510
$540
$870
$560
$830
$490
$320

MADRID
MEDELLIN
MILAN
MOSCOW
MUNICH
OSLO
PARIS
PRAGUE
RIGA
RIO DE JANEIRO
ROME

$490
$570
$470
$570
$450
$470
$380
$470
$625
$750
$480

SEOUL
SINGAPORE
STOCKHOLM
ST. PETERSBURG
TALLINN
TEL AVIV
TOKYO
VILNIUS
VIENNA
WARSAW
ZURICH

$890
$1030
$470
$570
$625
$670
$800
$625
$480
$450
$470

Піе Lowest Prices for Tickets to & from Ukraine, Russia, Poland and other European Countries. Visa to Ukraine <> Invitations for Visitors
о Medical Insurance <> Travel Passports <> Tickets delivery in Ukraine etc. Call (908) 925 9737 to make all arrangements

id was cr»at»d using MultiTYPEI fonts • x c l u t i v d y ^ /

TEL: 908-925-9737
TRIDENT
Associates Printing
Toronto — St. Catharines
Buffalo

111

Toll Free 1-800-821-6034
~ч(і{
Ukrainian

Українська Друкарня
„ТРИЗУБ" ®
Торонто — Ст. Иетеринс
Боффало

UKRAINIAN

- Fax: (716) 691-4532
PRINTERS

Our
Specialty:
Engraved wedding

fa~
invitations

Books 3> Journals Ф Newsletters $> Magazines
Ribbons • Tickets • Program Books

Outside NJ TEL: 800-448-8442

Notice to publishers and authors
It is The Ukrainian Weekly's policy to run news items and/or reviews of newly published books, booklets and reprints, as well as records and premiere issues of periodi
cals, only after receipt by the editorial offices of a copy of the material in question.
News items sent without a copy of the new release will not be published.
Send new releases and information (where publication may be purchased, cost, etc.) to: The Editor, The Ukrainian Weekly, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey City, NJ 07302.
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HAMAIIA
TRAVEL CONSULTANTS

UKRAINE... GENERAL EXCURSIONS

EXCURSION "M"

BUKOVYNA
EXCURSION MRM

ZAKARPATTYA
EXCURSION "S"

WESTERN UKRAINE
EXCURSION "T"

SOUTHERN UKRAINE

EXCURSION " U "

EASTERN UKRAINE

EXCURSION "Z"

GRAND TOUR

•KYYIV (2 days)
•IVFRANKIVSKdday)
• CHERNIVTSI (8 days)
Khotyn
Storozhynets
Vyzhnytsya

> IV FRANKIVSK (1 day)
> KYYIV (2 days)

• KYYIV (2 days)
> IV FRANKIVSK (1 day)
>MUKACHEVE(4days)
Mizhiria/Synevyr
Svalyava

>UZHOROD(4days)
Uzhocky Pass
Vynohradiv/Berehove
> IV FRANKIVSK (4 days)
>KYYIV(2days)

> KYYIV (2 days)
Khmelnytsky
>TERN0PIL(3days)
Berezhany
Pochaiv/Kremenetz
> LVIV (3 days)

Olesko
> TRUSKAVETS (1 day)
• IV FRANKIVSK (3 days)
Jaremche/Dovbush's Cliff
Kosiv/Kolomyia
KYYIV (2 days)

• KYYIV (2 days)
> KIROVOHRAD (1 day)
> KHERSON (3 days)
Black Sea Preserve
HolaPristan
Nova Askania
• MYK0LAYIV(2days)

Ochakiv
> ODESSA (3 days)
Olexandrivka
• ISMAIL (1 day)
> ODESSA (1 day)
Uman
• KYYIV (2 days)

> KYYIV/CHERNttflV (3 days)
Nizhyn
Baturyn
> POLTAVA (3 days)
Opishnya
Reshytylivka
> KHARKIV(2days)
Slovyanohirsk

Svyatohirsky Monastery
AIR UKRAINE
> DONETSK (1 day)
NY/Kyyiv/NY
> ZAPORIZHA (3 days)
Khortysia
Melitopil
> DNIPROPETROVSK (2 d.)
$ 1679
Petrykivka
08 AUGUST-25 AUGUST
> KYYTV (3 days)

Kamyanets-Podilsky
Podvime

$1599
27 JUNE-11 JULY
11JULY-25 JULY

• KYYTV/CHERNIHTV (3 days) > VYNNYTSIA (1 day)
Nizhyn
Khmelnytsky
Baturyn
• TERNOPIL(2days)
• POLTAVA (2 days)
Berezhany
Opishnya
• TV FRANKIVSK (2 days)
>KHARKIV(2days)
Rakhiv
• ZAPORIZHA (2 days)
• UZHOROD(2days)
Khortysia
•LVIV (2 days)
• ODESSA (2 days)
Rivne
Uman
• KYYIV (1 day)

SIGHTSEEING I N EASTERN EUROPE
WARSAW/KYYIV

PRAGUE/KYYIV

L

>• WARSAW (2 days)
Royal Castle
>• KRAKIW (2 days)
Jasna Нога
• RZESZOW(3days)
Peremyshyl

• LVIV (2 days)
Olesko
>TERNOPIL(2days)
Pochaiv/Kremenets
• KYYIV (2 days)
• KYYIV/WARSAW

LOT - POLISH AIR LINES
NY/Warsaw
Kyyiv/Warsaw/NY

>• PRAGUE (2 days)
Hradets Karlova
Straznyche
• BRATISLAVA (2 days)
• PRESHIV (3 days)
Mychalovche
Chop

• UZHOROD (2 days)
Mizhiria
>• LVIV (2 days)
Olesko
• KYYIV (3 days)
• KYYIV/PRAGUE

CZECH AIR
NY/Prague
Kyyiv/Prague/NY

$1899
06 JULY-19 JULY

• LOWEST AVAILABLE ROUND TRIP AND ONE WAY FARES
• UKRAINIAN VISA PROCESSING
• SPECIALIZED ARRANGEMENTS FOR VISITORS FROM UKRAINE
• 1995 BROCHURE

SUPERIOR SERVICE AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE

1800

HA M A L I A

j

PENN. ANTHRACITE REGION UNA BRANCHES
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Mississauga church to decorate interior
by Oksana Zakydalsky
MISSISSAUGA, Ontario - A request
for proposal for the iconographic decora
tion of the Ukrainian Catholic Church of
the Dormition of the Mother of God (St.
Mary's) here has been issued. The pro
ject, expected to begin by the fall of 1995
and to last about 10 years, involves the
decoration of the church interior.
The church building is 25 years old and
of steel frame construction with an exterior
marble brick finish and interior plaster
walls. The structure follows a traditional
Byzantine Ukrainian form, with one cen
tral cupola, framed by four cupolas in each
corner of the edifice. The interior design is
geometric with sharp, angular lines, rising
in a slight inward inclination and features a
largely unobstructed nave.
The paintable area includes a sanctu
ary 36 feet (11 meters) wide by 16 feet (5
meters) deep at the base and 36 feet (11
meters) high, and a nave measuring 70
feet (20 meters) square rising to 115 feet
(35 meters) in the central cupola. The
only permanent existing decoration is a
one-tier marble iconostasis, approximate
ly 8 feet (2 meters) high, with icons by
the Rev. Juvenalij Mokrytsky in the
Byzantine Ukrainian style.
The selection of a capable artist, with a
proven track record, for the iconographic
project will be a two-step process.
In phase one of the process, applicants
are asked to provide their .curriculum vitae,
including a demonstration of significant
experience in traditional Byzantine
Ukrainian iconography and polychromy,
with photographs, slides or video of their
work to date; to display the insight and
understanding necessary to develop and
execute a plan consistent with the existing
edifice and the style adopted to date as por
trayed in the iconostasis; and to confirm
their personal availability, together with
adequate supporting resources personnel, to
assure completion of the project. The dead

line for submitting applications under
phase one is May 31.
After the initial submission, selected
applicants will be invited to provide more
detailed information for the second phase.
In the second phase, applicants will be
asked to give a detailed composition and
workplan for the sanctuary, an outline of
the major themes and approaches to be
used in the nave, as well as an itemized
costing for completing the work in the
sanctuary. For persons invited to partici
pate in the second phase of the selection
process, architectural drawings and a video
will be made available.
The selected individual or group will
be required to possess or obtain the docu
ments required to work in Canada. The
parish will confirm the offer of work and
will, if necessary, assist in the process.
The Steering Committee of the Parish
Council has already sent the request for
p r o p o s a l to all U k r a i n i a n Catholic
eparchies in the world, but the competi
tion is open to any artist who meets the
requirements as set out in the proposal.
By initiating an open selection process
for the project, the committee hopes to
receive a wide range of submissions in
order to make the best possible choice for
this important artistic undertaking.
St. Mary's Parish, which adheres to
the Julian calendar, serves approximately
800 families, both newly arrived immi
grants from Europe and families who
have been in Canada for several genera
tions. The parish is served by a taxpayersupported school, St. Sophia, which fos
ters an u n d e r s t a n d i n g of B y z a n t i n e
Ukrainian religious and cultural tradi
tions among its students.
This article provides only an outline of
the request for proposal requirements. Full
details may be obtained from: Steering
Committee, Dormition of the Mother of
God Ukrainian Catholic Church, 3625
Cawthra Road, Mississauga, Ontario,
Canada L5A 2YA; (416) 279-9387.

will hold an

ANNUAL DISTRICT COMMITTEE MEETING
SATURDAY, APRIL 29,1995 at 1:00 PM

at St. Michael's Church Hall, W. Oak Street, Frackville, Pa.
Obligated to attend the annual meeting as voting members are District Committee
Officers, Convention Delegates and two (2) delegates from the following Branches:
Frackville, 242,382; Leihighton, 389; Mahanoy City, 305; McAdoo, 7;
Minersville, 78; Mt. Carmel, 2; Shamokin, 1; Shenandoah, 98; St. Clair, 9,31
All UNA members are welcome as guests at the meeting.
Meeting will be attended by:
Alexander G. Blahitka, UNA Treasurer
DISTRICT COMMITTEE
Joseph Chabon, Chairman
Adolph Slovik, Treasurer
Joseph Sedor, Honorary Chairman
H. Slovik, Secretary

Dormition of the Mother of God Ukrainian Catholic Church in Mississauga.

VIDEOS FROM U K R A I N E

For the finest in custom made memorials installed in all cemeteries in the
New York Metropolitan area including Holy Spirit in Hamptonburgh, N.Y.,
St. Andrew's in South Bound Brook, N.J., Pine Bush in Kerhonkson and
Glen Spey Cemetery, Glen Spey.

Declaration of Independence-199 і
First Anniversary of Independence-1992|
Third Anniversary of the Independence
of Ukraine - Apon 1993
Buy T o p Quality

Buy A P O N

Write or call for free catalog to:

A p o n Record C o m p a n y , Inc.
P.O. B o x 3 0 8 2
L o n g Island City, N . Y . 11103
Tel: 718-721-5599

HURYN MEMORIALS

We offer personal service and guidance in your home. For a bilingual rep
resentative call:
HURYN MEMORIALS
P.O. Box 121
Hamptonburgh, N.Y. 10916
Tel. (914) 427-2684
Fax. (914) 427-5443
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Crimean Parliament:..
(Continued from page 2)
involving Kyyiv and Symferopil."
Last week, the Ukrainian Foreign
Ministry ordered a Russian consular
group to halt its work on the peninsula.
The Russian Federation's ambassador
to Ukraine, Leonid Smolyakov, said the
Foreign Ministry of Russia had decided
to suspend its operations in the Crimea
after being urged to do so by Ukraine's
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
"It has been suggested to us that we quit
work and leave Crimean territory in a rea
sonable period of time," said Oleksander
Molochkov on March 31. Earlier he had
said that the consular group was going to
stop reviewing documents it had collected.
"The citizenship law of Ukraine does not
apply to the consular group," he said. "I
abide by the laws of the Russian Federation,
and respect those of Ukraine," he said.

Dole meets...
(Continued from page 3)
The majority leader was forced to cut
short his visit due to a series of 18 Senate
roil call votes on the proposed constitutional
amendment for a balanced budget taking
place that day. He requested that the delega
tion continue the meeting with Randy
Scheunemann, his national security advisor.
In the discussions with Mr. Scheune
mann, the delegation provided the details
of their concerns and presented him with
a packet of information on foreign assis
tance to Ukraine.
Among the issues discussed was the
delivery of assistance to all the nations of
Central and East Europe. Various mem
bers of the delegation told horror stories
about U.S. foreign assistance to Ukraine
and other nations. It was pointed out that
Ukrainian and other ethnic organizations
have been effectively excluded from
receiving U.S. Agency for International
Development (USAID) grants.

Meshkov reappears
On April 6, former President Yuri
Meshkov of the Crimea, who was
stripped of his powers by the Ukrainian
Parliament on March 17, told Crimean
lawmakers in Symferopil that, "today my
task is to carry on as president of the
Crimean republic and as guarantor of the
constitutional rights and freedoms of the
citizens."
Mr. Meshkov urged Crimean legislators
to decide whether or not the institution of
the presidency exists in the Crimea.
Mr. Meshkov said the Parliament of
the Crimea "must secure for Crimean cit
izens the possibility to determine their
will and fate by themselves, but with
their compatriots' support."
Mr. Meshkov's words notwithstanding,
the Crimean Parliament on April 6 formed
a commission to draft a new Constitution
for the Crimean Republic, thus apparently
heeding Kyyiv's demands.
Mr. Scheunemann expressed concern
about both the amount and the delivery
of foreign assistance for Ukraine and
requested additional information. The
delegation promised to provide him with
the material compiled by the Central and
East European Coalition, including re
commendations for reform.
The Ukrainian delegation was composed
of Ulana Diachuk, president of the
Ukrainian National Association (UNA) and
president of the Ukrainian American
Coordinating Council (UACC); Askold
Lozynskyj, president of the Ukrainian
Congress Committee of America (UCCA);
Eugene Iwanciw, director of the UNA
Washington Office; Tamara Gallo, director
of the UCCA Washington Office; Ivan
Oleksyn, president of the Ukrainian
Fraternal Association (UFA) and UACC
vice-president; Orest Baranyk, UCCA vicepresident; Anna Krawchuk, president of the
Ukrainian National Women's League of
North America; and Walter Baranetsky,
president of the Coordinating Committee to
Aid Ukraine.

detailed, very detailed briefings on the
joint U.S.-Ukrainian exercises to be con
duced in May," said Secretary Perry.
(Continued from page 4)
The joint exercises, called "Shield-95,"
meetings with President Leonid Kuchma
and Foreign Minister Gennadiy will be held in Yavoriv in May of this year.
Dr. Perry also told reporters that he
Udovenko.
had discussed some aspects of President
"Ukraine will continue to take an
Clinton's visit to Kyyiv in May, but these
active part in NATO's Partnership for details will be worked out when Deputy
Peace," said the Ukrainian president, Secretary of State Strobe Talbott visits
adding that this program is the way "to a Ukraine on April 9-Ю.
new, safe Europe."
Foreign Minister Udovenko and
"Ukraine was very, very willing to Secretary Perry discussed the prospect of
sign the Partnership for Peace and has joint efforts to prolong the NPT.
been an active member, and we spent
"The United States strongly supports
considerable time discussing the future of the unconditional extension of the NPT,
that program and the funds the United and I believe that Ukraine will support
States is making available to facilitate the prolongation of the treaty as well, but
Ukraine being a very active participant of I'll let the Ukrainian government speak
the Partnership for Peace, including for itself," Dr. Perry concluded.

HARVARD
UKRAINIAN
The Harvard Ukrainian Summer Institute is a rigorous
eight-week academic program organized by the
£}
Harvard University Summer School and the
^s3^
Ukrainian Research Institute. Accredited
Cf)k
university instructiojxin Ukrainian studies is
~—^upplemenfecKby aNcalendar of special
* ^ \

As of March 12, 1995 the secretary's duties of Branch 379 in Paleptine, IL
were assumed by Myron Luszczak.
We ask all members of this Branch to direct all correspondence regarding membership
and insurance, as well as their membership premiums to the address listed below:
Mr. Myron Luszczak
219 S.Forest Ave.
Palatine, IL 60067

"ЄУЄПЦ] 1995 C o u r t s include:

Vj£^^
Ukrainian Language Q&yrses
Ukrainia,
Hista
y ^ £ ^
(8 credits each)? ^ ^ ^
Literature &
•Beginning Ukrainian
•Intermediate Ukrainian I
Politics (4 credits
•Intermediate Ukrainian II)
each^^
•Iwentieth-Cbfrfury Ukraine ^)S
•Survey of Twentieth-Century
l
Ukrainian Literature
•Politics of Contemporary ИЩ\щ^

•Advanced Ukrainia

Fees: The fee for the Surrfeefinstitute is
$1,800. Students who demonstrate financial
need may qualify for a further fee reduction to^
$800. Room and board is available for $2,175.
For Information and application forms, contact:
Harvard Ukrainian Summer Institute
1583 Massachusetts Ave,, Cambridge, MA 02138
tel. 617-495-7833, fax. 617-495-8097

June 26-August 18,1995
SEND THE WEEKLY TO UKRAINE
To order an air mail subscription to The Ukrainian Weekly for addressees in
Ukraine, send $125 for subscription fee and postage costs to: Subscription
Department, The Ukrainian Weekly, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey City, NJ 07302.

In The Heart of
Southwest
Florida

Perry praises..,.

TO ALL MEMBERS OF UNA BRANCH 379
IN PALATINE, IL 6 0 0 6 7
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The Village of Tropica! Springs

The Village of Tropical Springs is a condominium
community
located in North Port, Florida. Within walking distance is the
renowned "Warm Mineral Springs", shopping, banking and
churches. Also, within just a few minutes drive is all the
shopping centers and attractions Florida has to offer.
Our quiet
community
consists of 2 and 3 bedroom,
2 bath, spacious
verandas
with...
•
•
•
•
•

Old Florida Design
Enclosed Garage
Clubhouse
Heated Pool & Spa
Shuffleboard

The Village of Tropical Springs
North Port, Florida

The Developer, Anthony Bruscino, is from a long line of Old World
craftsmen builders. Their legacy has built over 8,000 homes in Ohio
and Florida.

(708) 359-0467

Look on your church bulletin board for more detailed information
then call, stop in and see all that The Village of Tropical Springs has
in store for you.

FATA M O R G A N A

4800 South Biscayne Drive
North Port, Florida

is available for your
WEDDING • DANCE • FESTIVAL • CONCERT

Marketed by Port Popovich Realty
(813) 423-8017 • (800) 654-8017

(914) 856-1633

(201) 659-0906

Developed by Florida Mineral Springs, Ltd.
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HAMAIJA

N E W Y O R K / K Y Y I V - ттш ,««11,30™

CHICAGO/KYYIV

- THRU APRIL ЗОТН
- THRU MAY 3lST

CHICAGO/LVIV - THRU MAY 31ST

WASHINGTON/KYYIV

- STARTING JUNE 21 —

NEW YORKyiV-FRANKIVSK - STARTING JUNE 21

.FROM 7 3 9 .

INCLUDING $35.5*5 IN TAXES

1800 HAMALIA
TO ALL UNA MEMBERS:
This is to remind ail members that in accordance with UNA By-Laws all Branches
have to hold an Annual Meeting in the months of January through March at which the
officers render their reports for the prior year and new officers are elected.
We urge all members to attend that important meeting. For dates, time and place of
the Annual Meeting kindly follow SVOBODA or THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY, or wait for
a notice from your Branch Secretary.
HOME OFFICE OF UNA

TO ALL UNA MEMBERS:
Kindly be reminded that your dues (premiums) for insurance coverage are
payable on the first day of the month, and not at the end, as some assume.
By paying promptly to your Branch Secretary, you will help him/her remit the
monthly collection to the Home Office in a timely fashion.
HOME OFFICE OF UNA.

ПЛАСТОВЕ ПЛЕМ'Я ПЕРШІ СТЕЖІ
— влаштовує —

ДЕННИЙ ТАБІР
ПТАШАТ ПРИ ПЛАСТІ
для дітей від 4 до 6 років
Табір відбудеться на СОЮЗІВЦ! у двох групах:
від 2-го до 8-го липня, 1995 р. • від 8-го до 15-го липня, 1995 р.
ОПЛАТА ЗА ПОБУТ НА СОЮЗІВЦІ: за батька, або матір і за одну дитину
$75.00 денно. В ціну є вже включені податки й обслуга. За кожну додаткову
дитину оплата $7.00 денно. Члени УНСоюзу одержують 10% знижки.
Замовлення кімнат із $50.00 завдатку висилати на адресу:

ТАБІР ПТАШАТ
Ukrainian National Association Estate
Foodmore Road, Kerhonkson, N.Y. 12446 • (914) 626-5641
•
•

Таборова оплата: $60.00 за перший тиждень; $70.00 за другий тиждень
Зголошення і таборову оплату (чек виписаний на Plast — Pershi Stezhi)
надсилати до: Mrs. Oksana В. Koropeckyj, 1604 Forest Park Ave., Baltimore, MD
21207. Тел.: (410) 744-0644 (7:30 до 10:30 веч.)
Реченець зголошень: 1-го травня 1995 р.
Число учасників обмежене.

•

КАРТА ЗГОЛОШЕННЯ НА ТАБІР ПТАШАТ-95
Ім'я та прізвище дитини:
по-українському і по-англійському

Дата народження:
Адреса:

,

Телефон:
•

від 2-го до 8-го липня, 1995 р.

•

від 8-го до 15-го липня, 1995 р.

Величина таборової сорочинки дитини: •
•

Залучую чек на суму $

•

Резервую кімнату на Союзівці

6-8, •

10-12, •

nature still exist. This spirit hasn't become
fully stifled by modernity. But when the
world of total domination by industry
(Continued from page 11)
arrives, people will flee.
we don't speak Ukrainian." And I said,
Sometimes there appear among us
"Boys, how funny you are. Come back,
this land is your mother. She has sent out people who still feel the ancient spirit,
so many generations into the world that and they are looked at as if they came
whole regions of Russia are Ukrainian. from another world, but they often bear
Our land is endlessly fertile, it brings forth the signs that there is a limit to our evil
generation after generation, keeps giving acts. That if we are not careful, the water
and giving, only her children are ungrate will run dry, the fire will come.
And so the intimate and gentle themes
ful. But you should come back. Everyone
drinks milk from her breasts, and she of Virlana's play are very topical now.
The
play is an appeal to humanity for the
always has enough."
preservation of ancient culture, of nature.
Actually, it since struck me that her If everything about our civilization abus
bounty is not limitless. The Dnipro River es nature, nothing will be left of us but
has begun to dry up. As Virlana pointed arid rocks, and there won't be anyone to
out, water is the lifeblood of all civiliza dig them up and decipher how we lived.
tions. None can survive without it.
But no matter what the point of depar
Let nobody have any illusions about ture is, we can always reach back. It struck
the supposedly wonderful times we're me that here in this city, New York, is a
living in. At this point in human civiliza woman, Virlana, who through her play
tion, we are on the verge of destroying holds the frail tree of life in her hands. She
everything we have. We are only now extends it to her audience as a message of
coming to realize that one day there sim hope and a message of remembrance.
ply won't be any water if we constantly
Of course, it's not a total view of the
abuse it.
history of civilization, but it presents a
We are still lucky in Ukraine, because compelling question, "Do we remember?
elements of the pagan spirit tying us to How good is our memory?"
largely irrelevant.
Cecilia Arana (who sang with Ms.
Matvienko in "Waterfall/Reflections") and
(Continued from page 10)
Ms. Bishop were the stars of this show,
idleness' — that's Nina."
Ms. Tkacz followed with her own remi with Yara performers Oksana Babiy, Ray
niscences about meeting and working with Cullom, Adam Hapij, Alexandra ModriMs. Matvienko, the only person whose tsca, Stefka Nazarkewycz, Jeffrey Ricketts
address Ms. Tkacz could remember after and Olga Shuhan in supporting roles.
When it came to "Other Times" by
having her luggage stolen upon arriving in
Ukraine on one of her many visits since Oksana Batiuk, Ms. Bishop, in a gesture of
confidence nurtured by the teaching of Ms.
1990.
The New York-based director said the Matvienko, rendered the original Ukrainian
singer overcame her reservations about to perfection, with Mr. Cullom reading the
the difficulty of creating a context for English translation. As the poem drew to a
Ukrainian folklore in the modern theater. close, with the poem's narrator settling a
"Nina said, just take the most ancient hand on the pulse of her lover's imagina
poetry written by women —- folk songs tion, Ms. Bishop drew up and let a beauti
— everything you need is there," the ful "ooh-yaah-vy" wash over the audience
like a gentle wave sighing over a sandy
director recalled.
The last formal element of the program beach.
The final piece was "India Ink" by
was a series of readings of Ukrainian poet
ry, marked by the trademark Yara method Liudmyla Taran, set to music by Genji Ito
of interweaving original and translation. for the recent production of "Waterfall/
The latter conveys the frame of meaning, Reflections." Ms. Bishop and Ms. Arana
and the former, the original rhythm and sang as they gazed into an earthenware
ancient emotion all poets and writers reach bowl they held, as if they were reading the
for, to which rational understanding is lyrics from the designs baked into it.

Yara's readings...

ATTENTION
ALL MEMBERS OF BRANCH 190
Please be advised that Branch 190 has merged with Branch 221 as of April 1,1995.
All inquiries, monthly payments and requests for changes should be sent to
Mrs. Helen Karachewsky, Branch Secretary.
Mrs. Helen Karachewsky
5212 N.Pittsburgh Ave.
Chicago, IL 60656
(312)631-7195

ATTENTION
ALL MEMBERS OF BRANCH 425
Please be advised that Branch 425 has merged with Branch 125 as of April 1, 1995.
All inquiries, monthly payments and requests for changes should be sent to
Mrs. Gloria Paschen, Branch Secretary.
Mrs. Gloria Paschen
1438 Shire Circle
Inverness, IL 60067
(708)705-1870

14-16.

ATTENTION
ALL MEMBERS OF BRANCH 457

Ім'я та прізвище матері (подати дівоче прізвище)
Завваги:

No. 15

Nina Matvienko...

43 Saint Mark's Place TRAVEL CONSULTANTS N. Y., NY. 100Ю

NEW YORK/LVIV

SUNDAY, APRIL 9, 1995

:

Підпис батька або матері

Please be advised that Branch 457 has merged with Branch 86 as of April 1,1995.
All inquiries, monthly payments and requests for changes should be sent to
Mr. Iwan Sierant, Branch Secretary.
Mr. Iwan Sierant
236 E. 5th Street
New York, NY 10003
(212)228-5351
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PREVIEW OF EVENTS
(Continued from page 20)
discussion on filmmaking in the NIS, 1:302:45 p.m.. Mason Labs 211; "Kosh ba
Kosh," Bakhtier Khudoinazarov, 3-5:30
p.m.; "Little Angel, Make Me Happy," U.
Saparov, 8:30 p.m. Sunday, April 23: roundtable on ethnicity and identity in post-Soviet
film and cilture, 10 a.m.-12:30 p.m., Mason
Labs 211. All screenings and discussions are
free and open to the public. For additional
informatior cdl the Slavic department, (203)
432-1300.
Sunday, April 23
NEW YORK: The New York premiere of
Virko Baley's "Violin Concerto No. 1" will
be performed as part of a concert by the New
Juilliard Ersemble, Joel Sachs conducting, in
a program of works by Osvaldo Golijov,
"Yiddish Ruakh"; Jan Morthenson, "Contra";
Conlon Nancarrow, "Study for Orchestra" ;
and Manuel Sosa, new work. The concert
will be held at the Juilliard Theater at Lincoln
Center, 60 Lincoln Center Plaza, at 2 p.m.
Free tickets are available at the Juilliard Box
Office by calling (212) 769-7406.
Tuesday, April 24
WASHINGTON: The Kennan Institute for
Advanced Russian Studies is holding a lec
ture, as part of its seminars, by Yaroslav
Bilinsky, professor, department of political
science and international relations,
University of Delaware, on "Ukraine, Russia
and the United States: A Destabilized
Security Triangle?" The lecture will be held
at the Woodrow Wilson Center, Room 486,
at 3:30-5:30 p.m. For further information
call (202) 287-3400.
ADVANCE NOTICE
Thursday-Sunday, June 29-JuIy 2
MONTREAL: The Ukrainian Professional
and Business Association of Montreal will
be hosting the national UCPBA convention
at the Chateau Champlain Hotel. The theme
to be explored is "Ukrainian Canadians: A
New Challenge" and the impact that the
independence of Ukraine and events since

1991 have had on the Ukrainian Canadian
community and the concomittant challenge
of building a strong community in Canada.
Among the topics to be discusssed are: the
Ukrainian Canadian identity; role of
women; the arts, and business with
Ukraine. For additional information;and to
register contact Gregory Orleski, president,
UCPBA-Montreal, (514) 642-2680 or (514)
729-4092.
June 25-July 30
WARREN, Mich.: The Association of
Ukrainian Culture is planning its third exhib
it at the prestigioius Scarab Club. The
upcoming exhibit, titled "Myths, Legends
and Folklore of Ukraine," is being held with
the objective of acquainting the general
viewing public with the richness and depth
of Ukraine's ancient cultural heritage as well
as to document instances of the incorpora
tion of a significant part of Ukrainian culture
into Russia's cultural sphere. The association
hopes to interest artists of Ukrainian descent,
18 years or older, who are interested and
knowledgeable in the proposed topic to take
part in the exhibit by sending in slides of
their work by the end of April. All media are
accepted. The show will be juried. For more
information contact: Dzvinka Nykorak
Hayda, 2582 Otter, Warren, MI 48092;
(810)268-47219.

TORONTO: St. Vladimir Institute, 620
Spadina Ave., is holding its "Summer Days
at the Institute" program for children age 612, 9:30-4 p.m. Among activities offered are:
music, cooking, exercise/games; pysanky,
storytelling, embroidery, macrame, art, beadwork, dough craft as well as excursions to the
Art Gallery of Ontario, the Royal Ontario
Museum, the skydome and Harbourfront.
Fee: $100 per week for first child; $80 per
week for each additional child; fee includes
lunch and materials. Register soon as space is
limited. For additional information call
Katrusia, (416) 923-3318.

PREVIEW OF EVENTS, a listing of Ukrainian community events open to
the public, is a service provided free of charge by The Ukrainian Weekly to
the Ukrainian community. To have an event listed in this column, please send
information (type of event, date, time, place, admission, sponsor, etc.) — typed
and in the English language — along with the phone number of a person who
may be reached during daytime hours for additional information, to: Preview
of Events, The Ukrainian Weekly, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey City, NJ 07302.

MoYiyla Institute
School

Ukrainian Cultural and Language Immersion Programme
July 2 - A u g u s t 5,1995
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
"Fun, Friends and Cultural Growth"
/
/
/
/
/

from

МІСТ

О

- в $0.40д> **
HEAD OFFICE:

CARS, TRACTORS,
97 Six Point Road,
iTV's, applion««s...l
Toronto, 0nt.M8Z 2X3

шщж і.ашшш
1 - 4 weeks

Get a credit in grades 9, 10, 11 or 12 Ukrainian
Improve conversational Ukrainian
Apply for a Mohyla Institute exchange trip to Ukraine
Learn about Ukrainian folk customs
Make life-long friends with Ukrainian youth
APPLY NOW
For applications and further information:
Mohyla Institute
1240 Temperance Street
Saskatoon, SK S7N OP1
Tel.: (306) 653-1944
Fax:(306)653-1902

Open to high school students.
Limited enrollment.
Knowledge of Ukrainian language is not necessary to enroll.

%

.. — MEEST

u

<£>

lllCr

4 - 8 weeks

COURIER SERVICE
fob 1-416-236-2032
to U k r a l i M A backl
fax:1-416-236-2110

FREIGHT FORWARDING
fOUUAJNE Overseas Air
& Ocean Shipments of
Commercial & Industrial
Goods, Humanitarian Aid,
Personal Effects & Autos

IIIAIIE - I1SSIA - IELAIIS - MQLBOVA
DOOR T O DOOR S E R V I C E

WE PICKUP
CONTAINERS
FROM ANY PORT IN
EUROPE &. DELIVER
TO ANY ADDRESS
IN UKRAINE. RUSSIA
AND BELARUS

For m o r e information call

1-800-361-7345
or c o n t a c t MEEST
o n eSTAMFORD
of our a a e n t s in your
area
BONNIE MURAL
INTERPORT TRAVEl SERVICE I N C
227 LOMBARD ST.. BUFFALO. NY 14212
TEL (716) 892-8002
YURI INTERNATIONAL ENT.
13 ROYAL PALM DR.. CHEEKTOWAGA, NY
14225, TEL (716) 685-1505

UKRAINIAN CERAMICS PARCEL & TRAVEl
77 ONTARIOVIEW ST.. ROCHESTER. NY
14617. TEL (716» 275-7474
PREFERRED INSURENCE SERVICES
284 RIDGE RD. E, ROCHESTER, NY 14621
TEL: (716) 467-1960

July 31-August 11 and August 7-11

PLEASE NOTE: Preview items must be received one week before
desired date of publication. No information will be taken over the phone.
Preview items will be published only once (please indicate desired date of
publication). AH items are published at the discretion of the editorial staff
and in accordance with available space.

Summer

О

MARK'S FURNITURE STORE
1105 LINCOLN AVE., UTICA, N
TEL: (315) 7334)7)9

99 PROSPECT ST. 41, STAMFORD. CT 06901
TEL: (203) 9673901

VATRA INTERNATIONAL
76 MAIN ST.. SOUTH BOUND BROOK. NJ
08880. TEL (908) 805-9664

О Н Ю EXPORT CO. 1-800-884-1730
6026 STATE RD.. CLEVELAND, O H 44134
TEL (216) 884-1738

NORTH N E W JERSEY STATI

BAZAR GIFT PARCEL INC.
5689 STATE RD., CLEVELAND, O H 44134
TEL: (216) 845-6078

ОКСАНА VARIETY STORE
300 PARKER AVE.. MAPLEWOOD. NJ 07040
TEL: (201) 763-8778

KARPATY TRAVEL
703 S. BROAD ST., TRENTON, N
TEL: (609) 393-9455

TRANS EUROPA INC.,
8102 ROOSEVELT BLVD.. PHILADELPHIA. PA
19152. TEL (215) 331-9060

FILL'S TRAVEl AGENCY
1828 THIRD AVE., WATERVLIET, NY 12189
TEL: (518) 274-5242

HANUSEY MUSIC & GIFT
244 WEST GIRARD AVE., PHILADELPHIA, PA
19123 TEL: (215) 627-3093

WESTCHESTER COUNTY, YONKERS

MEEST - OLEGDERZHKO
6315 RISING SUN AVE., PHILADELPHIA, PA
19111, TEL: (215) 742-5888

POST NET
1858 PIEASANTVILLE RD., BRIARCLIFF MANOR,
NY 10510, TEL (914) 762-6514

239 MCGOVERN BLVD.. WIRETON. PA 15001
TEL (412)457-2307

SOUTH BOUND BROOK

DNISTER CO. INC.
4408 BRUENING DR.. PARMA, O H 44134
TEL (216) 842-4961

KARPATY PARCELS
2020 WEST CHICAGO AVE.. CHICAGO, II
60622, TEL: (312) 278-7353
DELTA IMPORT C O
2241 WEST CHICAGO AVE., CHICAGO. IL
60622. TEL: (312) 235-7788
ATA TRAVEL AGENCY
2222 W. CHICAGO AVE.. CHICAGO. II 60622
TEL: (312) 235-9322

CHEREMSHYNA
44 YALE RD, NEEDHAM, M
, TEL (617) 449-5323

NEW YORK

DEITO EUROPA CORP.
318 EAST 9TH ST., NEW YORK, NY 10003
TEL (212) 228-2266

E., MINNEAPOLIS, N

WETCOINC
7 FULIVIEW CRT.. GAfTHERSBURG, MD 20878
TEL (301) 2164)142
STEPHAN SIOTA

VARSOVIA TRAVEl & SHIPPING I N C
74 EAST 7TH ST.. NEW YORK. NY 10003
TEL: (212) 529-3256 (4745)

FLAMENGO LTD.
537 FARMINGTON AVE., NEW BRITAIN, CT
06053, TEL: (203) 225O306

HOWERLA PARCELS,
1307 EAST CARSON ST.. PITTSBURG, PA 15203
TEL (412) 481-2750

ЛВСЖ KOPRIVA
I I 6 9 8 78 TERR. NORTH, SEMINOLE, Fl 34642
TEL: (813) 319-0064

Re: Mail delivery of The Weekly
It has come to our attention that The Ukrainian Weekly is often delivered late, or
irregularly, or that our subscribers sometimes receive several issues at once.
We feel it is necessary to notify our subscribers that The Weekly is mailed out
Friday mornings (before the Sunday date of issue) via second-class mail.
If you are not receiving regular delivery of The Weekly, we urge you to file a com
plaint at your local post office. This rr% be done by obtaining the U.S. Postal Service
Consumer Card and filling out the appropriate sections.

The Ukrainian American Bar Association
cordially invites you to attendihe •

UABA SPRING MEETING
May 5-7, 1995
at the luxurious

Omni Hotel
at Independence Park
Fourth and Chestnut Streets
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
For further details, please contact Walter Lupan, UABA President, at: 20 North Main Street,
Suit 200, Sherborn, MA 01770; 508-653-9275; Fax: 508-653-7791. A block of rooms will be
held by the hotel's management until April 5, 1995. For room reservations, please contact the
hotel directly at: 800-THE-OMNI or 215-925-0000. Special rates for UABA members are
$109/night for a two night stay. Special air fares on US Air are available via Charles River
Colpitts Travel Agency at 800-237-2459.
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Sunday, April 9

1605 Springfield Ave, Maplewood NJ 07040

201 378-8998 or 800 242-7267
Lufthansa Airlines
All inclusive DELUXE Tour
14 days

CHAIKA
Czechoslovak Airlines
All inclusive Tour + CRUISE
22 days

LASTIVKA
Lufthansa Airlines

The most popular of tours: IVANO
FRANKIVSK, the majestic Carpathians
with their colorful Hutsul folklore, LVIV,
the 19th century gem of western Ukraine
and KYYIV, in all its golden-domed glory.

"All of Ukraine" in three weeks: LVIV,
IVANO FRANKIVSK, then CRUISE:
ODESSA SEVASTOPOL, YALTA
KHERSON and ZAPORIZZHIA From
there continue by bus to
DNEPROPETROVSK, POLTAVA
KHARKIV and KYYIV.

The highlights of Ukraine: IVANO
FRANKIVSK, LVIV, then fly to YALTA
for a 5 day rest in the Crimea. Continue
by plane to KYYIV.

All inclusive DELUXE Tour

KARPATY
Lufthansa Airlines
All inclusive DELUXE BUS Tour
16 days

HISTORICAL
CASTLES
Lufthansa Airlines
All inclusive DELUXE BUS Tour
19 days

HISTORICAL
CASTLES + Cruise
Lufthansa Airlines
All inclusive DELUXE BUS Tour
29 days

PODOLANKA
Air Ukraine
All inclusive Tour
17 days

AIR ONLY
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The best way to see Ukraine: Board your
DELUXE touring coach in KYYIV,
through LVIV, IVANO FRANKIVSK,
visiting 10 cities and historical sites before
arriving in UZHOROD. End your trip in
lovely BUDAPEST.

BLOOMINGDALE, 111.: St. Andrew
Ukrainian Orthodox Church, 300 E. Army
Trail Road, is holding a concert by Maria
Stefiuk, soloist with the Kyyiv State
Opera, and Volodymyr Vynnytsky,
pianist, to be held at 2 p.m. Tickets: $10;
children, $5. For additional information
call (708) 893-2827.
Monday, April 10

Saturday, April 15

CHICAGO: The Ukrainian Business and
Professional Group is holding a lecture by
Jaroslav Dutkewych, U.S. Peace Corps
country director for Ukraine, who will dis
cuss the efforts of Peace Corps volunteers to
help develop the business and economic
potential of Ukraine. The program will be
held at the University Club, Michigan
Room, 76 E. Monroe. Cash bar and recep
tion will begin at 5:30 p.m., followed by the
lecture and discussion at 6:30 p.m.
Admission: $10, members; $15, non-mem
bers. For additional information call Anna
Mostovych, (708) 359-3676, or Ulana
Baransky, (312) 580-6558.

NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Museum,
203 Second Ave., will sponsor a holiday
baked goods and pysanky sale, including
kits and supplies, 11 a.m.-5 p.m. For addi
tional information call (212) 228-0110.

Wednesday, April 12
A very comprehensive tour of western
Ukraine: KYYIV, LUTSK, LVIV,
IVANO FRANKIVSK, CHERNIVTSI,
VINNYTSIA and ODESSA, with over 15
additional cities visited en route. The
sensation of our 1994 program!

A perfect ending to the above tour: Relax
aboard an 11 day deluxe CRUISE from
ODESSA, around the Crimean Peninsula:
YALTA SEVASTOPOL, and up the
Dnipro River through KHERSON,
ZAPORIZZHIA, KREMENCHUK,
KANIV to KYYIV.

Just right for visiting relatives and friends
in IVANO FRANKIVSK, TERNOPIL,
LVIV, and KYYTV - yet enjoying full
group services with SCOPE

to LVIV, lvFRANKIVSK or KYYIV

„$649

NORTH PORT, WARM MINERAL SPRINGS, FLORIDA
A community in Southwest Florida. Retire or relocate to a friendly area
that offers beautiful weather, and many activities, such as:
• fishing, boating, swimming, church group activities, etc...
• any size housing is available... 2,3,4 bedroom homes, or condo/villas.
Call Rita Dancho, Century 21 Family Realty Center, Inc.
1-800-229-0580 or 1-813-426-5560 residence for more information or literature.

turer at the course "Cultural Currents and
their Political Context in 20th Century
Ukraine," being offered as part of the
Ukrainian Studies Program at Harriman
Institute, Columbia University. Mr.
Hrabovsky's topic is "Ukrainian Classical
Music: The 1960s-1990s." The lecture will
be held in 716 Hamilton Hall, 10:30-11:50
a.m.

*

TORRINGTON, Conn.: Ukrainian
Heritage International — founder and
CEO Michael M. Moskaluk, Frank
McGowan, principal, Torrington High
School, and Kateryna Nathan, cultural
programs director — are holding a fourpart program at Torrington High School,
9:20-10:50 a.m. The program will include
a reading by Ms. Nathan of the official
proclamation by the state of Connecticut
establishing August 24 as a legal
Ukrainian American Day in Connecticut
to be celebrated annually in schools and
communities throughout Connecticut; a
presentation by Mr. Moskaluk on the topic
of Christianity in Ukraine and Christian
traditions throughout the world; a
Ukrainian Easter egg-decorating demon
stration by Ms. Addi, as well as a display
of Ukrainian artifacts, including "egg-shell
ай" created by Barbara Moskaluk-Hunter.
Thursday, April 13

WOONSOCKET, R.I.: St. Michael's
Ukrainian Catholic Church, 394
Blackstone St., will hold a traditional
Easter food blessing(svia~chennia pasok) at
3 p.m. The Easter liturgy will be celebrat
ed the following day at 7 a.m. For more
information call (401) 762-2733.
Friday-Sunday, April 21-23
NEW HAVEN, Conn.: A film workshop
titled "The Empire Looks Back: Ethnicity
.and Identity in Recent Film from the Former
Soviet Union," sponsored by the Russian and
East European Studies and the department of
Slavic Languages and Literatures at Yale
University, will be held in the Whitney
Humanities Center, 53 Wall St. and Mason
Labs 211. The workshop will bring together
film-makers and scholars from a variety of
disciplines, from the U.S. and the Newly
Independent States, to discuss issues of eth
nicity and identity in recent films from the
NIS. It will feature the screening offilmsby
such leading directors as Nana Janelidze,
Georgia; Rachid Nougmanov, Kazakhstan
and France; Usman Saparov, Turkmenistan;
and Davlat Khudonazarov, Tajikistan. The
film directors also will take part in the work
shop discussions. The schedule for Friday,
April 2 1 , is: "The Wild East," R.
Nougmanov, 1-3:45 p.m.; "And There Was
Light," Otar Toseliani, 4-6:30 p.m.; "The
Lullaby," N. Janelidze, 8:30 p.m. Saturday,
April 22: "Hammer and Sickle," Serge
Livnev, 10 a.m.-12:15 p.m. roundtable

NEW YORK: The Ukrainian composer
Leonid Hrabovsky will appear as guest lec

(Continued on page 19)

СОЮЗІЄКА • SOYUZIVKA
Ukrainian National Association Estate
Foordmore Road
914-626-5641

Kerhonkson, New York 12446
FAX 914-626-4638

Arc you looking for a convenient retirement residence
for youself and/or a family member?
If you are a member of the Ukrainian National Association and in good health
we can offer you the following:
>* three delicious meals served daily
>• full housekeeping services
>• a large private room with a bath and telephone
>- a community living room and kitchen
>• beautiful grounds and fresh mountain air
>• transportation to area shopping
>* summer entertainment
>* a wonderful opportunity to visit with friends and meet new ones
Plus:
>- No up-front investment is required.
>- Monthly rent payment is all-inclusive.
>• Your family and friends are always welcome at Soyuzivka.

Plan your secure, worry'free retirement in a familiar setting at
Soyuzivka Retirement Residence.
For further information call the UNA at (201) 451-2200.

